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Two Murrayans Among Victims Of Southgate Fire
SOUTHGATE, Ky. AP) — Relatives
wept as they viewed shrouded bodies at
the armory-turned-morgue. Firefighters were exhausted from battling
flames and looking for the dead after
one of the worst fires in U.S. history.
By dusk Sunday—when a rainstorm
halted further efforts-159 bodies had
been taken from the ruins of the

Beverly Hills Supper Club, a former
gambling casino rebuilt after it had
burned down seven years earlier.
Two Murray residents, Ann Stallons
of 1503 Cardinal Drive and Don Grogan
of 1627 Loch Lomond, were among the
victims of the fire.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McCoart, also of
Murray were also at the club,when the

MAKESHIFT MORGUE—Workers 'af a makeshift morgue
in the fort
Thomas, Ky., armory attempt to identify some of the more
than 160 victims
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.11-ichard Valentine of Murray will take his impromptu
children's theatre to Capital EXPO June 4-5. For the
details, see the story on Page Eight..

Partly sunny, very warm and
humid with widely scattered
thunderstorms today, mainly in
the afternoon. Highs in the upper
80s. Partly cloudy and mild
tonight with thunderstorms
diminishing in the evening. Lows
in the mid to upper 60s. Partly
cloudy and continued warm with
scattered thunderstorms
Tuesday. Highs in the mid to
upper 80s.
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are being handled by the
J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. (Obituaries on
Page
8.
NIIIItary trucks laden with bodies
moved slowly up and down the quartermile, narrow drive to the nightspot,
located on a bluff five miles from
Cincinnati.
Campbell County Coroner Fred Stine

of the Saturday night fire at the Beverly Hills SupperiFlub in

Southgate. KY.
(AP Wirephotof

KWW Slates Annual
Banquet For June 13

_

sunny and warm

fire broke out, and McCoart was
hospitalized with injuries. Mrs.
McCoart was treated and released at an
area hospital.
Funeral services for Grogan are
being held today at 3:30 p. m. at the
Blalock-Colman Funeral Home.
Funeral arrangements for Mrs.
Stallons are incomplete at this time and
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Kentucky Commissioner of Commerce, Terry McBrayer; will be the
featured speaker at the annual
membership meeting of Kentucky's
Western Waterland to be held June 13.
The meeting is the only gathering
each year of the entire membership of

Middle School
Band Members
Receive Awards
The Murray Middle School Band
presented its "Outstanding Bandsmen"
awards for the sixth, seventh and
eighth grade bands recently.
This year's winners included
Sixth Grade Band — outstanding
woodwind, Teresa Ford; outstanding
high brass or percussion, Charlotte
Shroat; outstanding low brass, Steve
Welk,
Seventh Grade Band — outstanding
woodwind, Jacque Sean; outstanding
high brass or percussion, Karla
Russell; outstanding low brass, Jackie
Ramsey.
Eight Grade Band — outstanding
woodwind, Christine Grogan; outstanding high brass or percussion
Robert Johnson; outstanding low brass,
David Mikulcik.
"We congratulate these students, as
well as the other fine students of the
Murray Middle School Bands for the
fine work they have done over the past
year," a spokesman for the Murray
band directors said.

- said another 130 persons were
"When the people could feel the heat
hospitalized for treatment of burns and from the flames and smell the
smoke inhalation. Some had been smoke—anybody
wasn't
who
released by Sunday. He said most of the frightened then wasn't human,"
deaths were due to suffocation by McDonald said.
smoke rather than burns.
Singer John Davidson was prepared
As the first day's search for bodies to follow the comedians in the Crystal
ended, rescuers were unsure whether Room, which holds 900. He escaped
more victims wouldbe found.
unharmed.
Fire Chief Dick Riesenberg said he
"The fire spread so fast there was no
believed most of the bodies had been smoke when I first went down from my
recovered. but Jim Lanagan, super- dressing room, and so I went out
vising the debris removal, said,"There thinking I'll come back for my stuff
is no telling what we'll find as the work because we didn't see any fire at all,"
continues. We found most of the bodies Davidson said Sunday after returning
near the doorways and nine near the to Los Angeles. "Just seconds after we
stage.••
got out, the door we came through was
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll and engulfed with smoke and flames."
Southgate Mayor Ken Paul on Sunday
Mayor •Ken Paul said, "There were
urged expansion of the state's water whole groups of people just fused
sprinkler safety! law to include all together."
public places. There was no sprinkler
"They were stacked three feet high,"
system in the club.
said Lanagan, a 30-year-old iron,Aszeconfitrueted -from survivors and worker: _
investigators, the fire smoldered in the
The club was part of the oncebasement of the three-story, brick- glittering Gourmet Strip of northern
walled nightclub before breaking Kentucky nightlife. It was built 30 years
through the floor of the Zebra Room, ago as a combination country club and
with a capacity of 30, about 9 p.m.
casino. When patrons arrived, they
The smoke spread to the front area, viewed a tiled canopy, the halls were
full of dozens of alcoves and rooms for .dotted with statuary, and there were
different entertainment.
three plush bars.
"It happened so fast, it's a wonder
A reform movement drove out the
anyone got out," said waitress Mary gambling industry in the early 1960s.
Ann Kitka,22.
The Beverly Hills was rebuilt in. 1970
A busboy, recent high school after a fire caused $700,000 damage. No
graduate Walter Bailey, heard about one was injured and the origin was
the fire from a waitress and took the undetermined.
microphone to -direct the patrons to
Jimmy Durante, Milton Berle,Sophie
exits.
Tucket, Cara Channing and Pearl
He interrupted an act by two Bailey performed at the club in former
comedians, Jim McDonald and Jim years. Former Vice President Alben
Teter. "The.worst thing of all was that a Barkley, a Kentucky native who served
lot of people didn't believe me when I under Harry S. Truman,considered it a
said there was a fire," said Bailey, 18.
favorite retreat.

the eight-county - tourist promotion organization.
The dinner meeting will be held at
7:00 p.m: in the Convention Center at
Lake Barkley State Resort Park R.ecording to KWW Executive Secretary,
Karen Cissell. Last year's 'meeting
drew over 350 people from throughout
the state.
The meeting will feature comments
by Commissioner McBrayer about the
growth of the tourism industry and its
importance to the state.
An added attraction of the meeting
will be a showing of the Department Of -.
Public Information's new multi-image
Travel Presentation.
Included on the program will also be
the "President's Report" by KWW
President Nita Ewing, and the announcement of the results of the
election of new members to the KWW
Board of Directors.
Tickets to the dinnera re $9 each, and
the public is invited to attend. Anyone
wanting to reserve tickets may do so by
calling the KWW office at 527-1303.

Workshop Slated
At Murray State

PRESENTATION SLATED—Linda Hampton, I.ouisville, member of the
traveling company, The Thieving Magpies, ic seen here in one of many
disguises in her role as 'Eva, the Weaver.'"The Emperor's New Clothes" will
be presented on Thursday, 101171, CM and 7:30 in the University School
Auditorium sponsored by the Community 1 heatre. Admission is $1.00 for
children, accompanying adults - free.

An Economic Education Workshop
specifically designed for elementary
and secondary teachers is scheduled at
Murray state University June20-July 8.
Offered as Economics 597 for three
semester hours of graduate or undergraduate credit, the workshop is
intended to assist teachers from kindergarten through grade 12 in incorporating economic study into their
classroom activity.
The workshop will meet each day
from 1 to 4:30 p.m. It will emphasize
three major areas — basic economic
ideas, materials for teaching
economics in grades K-12, and innovative methods for teachingeconomics.
Dr. Dannie E. Harrison, director of
the sponsoring Center for Economic
Education on the campus, said some
tuition grants are still available for the
workshop.
Anyone interested in additional information or in pre-registering IS urged
to make immediate contact with Dr.
Dannie E. Harrison, Center for
Economic Education, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071, 502
762-4188.

MINIM
kt44k(

OLD FASHIONED fFSTIVAL — The Old Fashioned
- Summer Festisal, sponsored by the .
Downtown Merchants
Association, concluded Saturday with several activities on the
court square. The winners in the tric dr
race in the five
and sit yea, old disision were, first place. Stacy
Walker, and sec ond place, Tripp Ni*. The winners in
the four year V Id and
under diyisic,n were, first place, Pamela But y. second place. Jason
Riley. and third place. John Paul Nix. The
Hula Hoop
contest winners were, first place, Robyn Matthews, second place
Kelly Hulls, and third pla«. Tripp NiL The
Hula Hoop
contest lasted for "ti minutes. Both contests were sponsored
by the Murray lions Club.
Stahl PA,,,
r) h 0.1v.d Hill
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Down Concord Way ---
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Your Individual
Horoscope

1441\v

New Concordaass OfCgOed
1927 Holds Reunion Western Trip Taken
By Murphy Family

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, MAY 31,1177
What kind of day will drift along indifferently. Rouse
tomorrow be' To find out what yourself. Don't stall until exthe stars say, read the forecast ternal agents FORCE you to
act.
given for your birth Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Aro,
ARIES
Your enthusiasm, com( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A splendid day for in- petence and ability to formulate
- novations and experimentation sound programs should help you
— always a pleasing challenge to break new ground now but, as
to the inventive Arien. Don't you progress, give a little extra
hesitate to pioneer in new fields. attention to domestic Matters.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
Y
1'
1 16('77
(Apr. 21 to May 211 :
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Curb emotions and a tendency
Don't abandon a project just
toward eccentricity. Tighten because someone else may not
reins on spending, but don't be enthusiastic about it, but
scrimp unwisely and lose out in listen to their ideas anyway.
the long run.
There COULD be some angles
GEMINI
you have overlooked.
nsirr"
21)
May 22 to June
AQUARIUS
Branch out to some extent.
Realize your limitations, (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Auspicious stellar influences
however, so you won't
overreach your mark. Some stimulate your talents. Be
ready to move forward with
complexities possible.
enthusiasm and hope. Written
CANCER
) matters highly favored.
. June 22 to July 23) e(C
You should make fairly good PISCES
.
headway in most endeavors, but (Feb. 29 to Mar. 20) )(Q
You will be expected to cope
don't go off on tangents and
scatter energies. Either could with some unforeseen situations
now. Handle these bigger
offset best efforts.
responsibilities willingly and
LEO
without fretting. It will pay
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
This day calls for teamwork, later.
perhaps some compromises
YOU BORN TODAY are
but, in the long run, practical
characterized by unusual
concessions will pay off.
versatility and mercurial action
'VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 11P% in all your undertakings; are in
While planetary influences individual destined for top
are not inauspicious,there are a achievement in almost any field
few areas where caution will be of your choice. You could
needed. Preparation for new especially excel in writing, the
ventures calls for especially stage, music and occupations
which involve traveling. You
careful consideration.
are a brilliant organizer and, if
LIBRA
you should happen to choose
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Timing important now. Day business as a career, would
calls for deliberation and well. make an outstanding executive.
calculated action, but do not The law is also a fine field for
wait TOO long before making you. Traits to curb: extravagance, hypersensitivity,
important decisions.
overemotionalism. Birthdate
SCORPIO
of: Walt Whitman, renowned
- (Oct 24 to Nov. fl)
There's a tendency now to be Amer. poet; Pope Pius XI; Joe
too passive, to idle away time, Namath, football star.
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BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
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ome call it Memorial Day.
call

it

Decoration

Day. There are even some
that refer to it as PrayerFor-Peace Day. They are all
appropriate. It is fitting we have such a
day. Americans as a whole are Patriotic,
Proud

and Sentimental. We have

fought many wars that were to "End all
Wars." We have championed Freedom all
over this globe, and fought to preserve it
when we felt the need was presented.
This Holiday, observed by Presidential
Proclamation, is to commemorate fallen
Veterans of all wars. We strive for, and
will continue to insure that . .. "These
Men shall not have.. died in vain." So
whether you call it Memorial Day or

Monday, May 30
Tuesday, May 31
Aglow Fellowship will meet
The Senior Adult meeting
at KenBar Inn at 10:30 a.m.
with Nora Lam, formerly of will be held at the First
Baptist Church parlor at ten a.
China, as guest speaker.
m.
Meals program for senior
Wednesday, June 1
citizens will be served at
Tenth annual ladies George
North Second Street Center at
Golf
Invitational
twelve noon. Activities will Hart
Tournament will be held at the
follow at one p.m.
Murray Country Club at nine
a. m. with Sue Costello as
Tuesday, May 31
Ellis Center will be open tournament chairman.
from ten a.m.to three p.m. for
Murray Country Club ladies
activities by Senior Citizens.
All day lesson on making a tennis will be held at 9:30 a in.
"Cathedral Quilt" will start at with I.illie Johnson and
10:30 a.m.,sack lunch at noon, Sharon Wells as tennis
and lesson again at one p.m. hostesses.
Meals for senior citizens will
be served at North Second
Street Center at twelve noon,
with activities to follow at one
p.m_

Ladies of Oaks Country Club
will have a bridge with Joyce
Thomas as hostess and golf
cvith Freda Steely as hosass
at 9:30 a. m.

The music students of Mrs.
Linda Wright and Mrs. Carol
Kelly will perform in recital at
6:00 p. m. at the Fellowship
Hall of the First Baptist
Church. The public is invited
to attend.

Wednesday, June 1
Administrative Board of
First United
Methodist
Church will meet in the
Gleaners Class Room of the
church at seven p.m.

Decoration Day, or just a day off from
work ... Let's all join as one and pray.
Pray for Peace on Earth. It seems we've
tried just about everything else.

Murray Calloway Co. Pork

SEASON POOL PASS
SALE!
Passes may be purchased
now prior to pool opening

Family Pass - $4500

BANK
,BANK
P7OPLES
.....
E
MURRAY (.) KY.

Single Pass - $2000
May Be Obtained At
Park Office10th IL_Payne St.

Dr. Billy P'Pool
community, will be the guest
speaker for the meeting.
"Back to Basics" will be his
timely subject.
Dr. P'Pool is on the medical
staff of the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic in the family practice
capacity. A native of
Hopkinsville, he is a graduate
of the Murray State University and the University of

Vat-mile U alker A

CHAPMAN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Chapman,formerly of Murray, now
of Wenatchee, Wash., are the
parents of a baby boy, Adam
Arthur, weighing nine pounds
thirteen ounces, born on
Thursday, May 26, at seven p.
m. at the Rosewood Hospital,
Wenatchee.
The new mother is the
former office manager of the
Murray Chamber of ComMr.
merce.
Chapman
received his Masters degree
at Murray State University
will take a new position in
marketing with the Zillerbach
Paper Corporation in Los
Angeles;California, on June I.

Brian, Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Price, and Mrs. Buck.
Mr. and Mrs. Rector treated
the Murphy's and Zambella's
to a trip to San Francisco and
dinner at Joe DiMaggio's
restaurant on the Wharf.
Returning from California,
the Northern scenic route was
taken. The highlight of the
entire trip was a drive through
the Redwood Forest anddriving through a giant redwood tree measuring 361 feet
tall and 72 feet around the
base. Snow was encountered
in Oregon forcing an early
stop. Continuing, a stop was
also made at the Great Salt
Lake.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobscribers wbe have met
received their Iseme-ilelivored
copy of Ilse Murray Ledger 11.
Times by 5:30 p.a. MacaryFrilly, or by 3:30 p.m. ea Sewdap ars wed to cal 7$3-1916
lionamse 5:30 p.m, and p.m.,
Keeley-friday, or 3:30 p.m.
mid 4 p.m. Saturdays, to keen
delivery of the newspoper. Cofh
most b. placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4 p.m. Setvinkfffs to
goormitee delivery.

The Stockade Club.
Great Steakfrom
Great Steak Country!
Our Monday& Tuesday Special!
Come on in to Sirloin Stockade
any Monday or Tuesday from
5 P.M.til closing and order up our
Stockade Club Special; ,
- a tender, delicious
club steak, your
choice of potato, a
thick slice of Stockade
Toast, salad, and
beverage for only

Dr. P'Pool Will Speak At

COMMUNITY
CAT ENDAR

Jho
Who
Some

Insists on Wearing
White to Wedding

Mr. and Mrs. T.J. Murphy
have returned home after a
recent trip with their daughter
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
(Levicie) Zambella and son,
Tony, of Louisville.
While on the trip to the West
and Northwest, 19 states were
visited and the highlights of
the trip were: Grand Canyon,
Painted Desert and Petrified
Forest, Arizona and the
Murphy's dream to cross
London Bridge, which has
been reconstructed in Lake
Havasu, Arizona. Continuing
the trip, the group had an
overnight visit at Las Vegas
and saw a" show by the
Osmonds.
While at Universal Studios
Hollywood,
North
in
California, the Zambella's
were chosen to participate in
audience demonstrations of
the Six Million Dollar Man
series.
Another daughter and
family Mr. and Mrs. Nate
(Lorene) Rector Of Clovis,
California were visited and a
family reunion of relatives in
California was held. Coming
from Oakland, California
were Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Cook and son, Greg, and from
Long Beach, California Mr.
and Mrs. Vince Price and son

Diabetes Club Meet Here

FREE
Your Ears Pierced
piercing earrings

Ivory
Day
Excapt
Thurs.

again a former Buchanan
By Estelle Spleeland
student, Steve Thompson, now
May 16, 197'7
Time changes things, so the owner of a beauty salon
living in sight of the New near by.
And rising from a table to
Concord School building which
for several years, now, has speak to us were two sisters,
been deserted, we block out Helen and Lydia Brandon,
memories of its past until were remembered as so
some event brings to mind the hospitable in their old home
dear days of Auld Lang Syne. which they had moved to
Hearing of the class reunion Nashville to make way for the
By Abigail Van Buren ,
of the 1927 Concord graduates new famous Brandon Springs
•y7t by The Chicago Tribune N 'I' News Synd Inc
at the Colonial House recently Camp in the Land Between the
reminded us of the many lives Lakes.
But we have learned that
which have been involved in
DEAR ABBY: I am being married in June at a formal New Concord School events. memories live on at home
church wedding. This will be my first marriage, and I want
This class of eleven was sites. We hope the Robert
everything to be perfect.
fortunate to have lost only One Bucys will be happy in their
The bridesmaids are wearing paste gowns, and my member, Hazel Adams.
lovely home on Fairlane Drive
mother is wearing powder blue chiffon, but my fiance's
Two others were unable to after years on the farm and
mother wants to wear what she described as "beige lace." I
attend who were Mae Salyers Carrie's teaching.
saw it, and ills NO'1' beige. It is more like eggshell. It has a
And best wishes for conLera Lassiter.
and
veil
She
small
attached.
nylon net
matching lace cap with a
But present were eight tented retirement years to Mr.
had this outfit made two years ago for her second
Douglas and Mrs. Edward Curd, now
—
marriage, and it looks very much like a bridal outfit to me. graduates
master
of free to enjoy their grandI raised a big stink about it because I don't want two Shoemaker,
"brides" at Inv wedding.
ceremonies; Pat Blalock with children.
She isn't hard up for money and could easily buy another his poem, "Old Age Is Hell;"
Clifford Blalock has been in
gown for my wedding, but she insists on wearing that one. Frank Montgomery, Euin Baptist Hospital at Memphis,
My fiance is her only child, so I hate to tell her to either Swann, Eulala Housden Tn., since retiring from Lake
wear something else or stay home.
Juanita Patterson, Laura Stop Grocery and building a
I feel it's MY day, and she should respect my wishes. My
Lassiter, and Annie Blalock. new home near Elm Grove
involved.
get
fiance refuses to
had Church. Guy Lovins is
-Though
marriage
Wh a t is your- advice?
SILVER SPRINGS BRIDE changed the girls' names, hospitalized often.
If only health security was
some spouses and some
with social
DEAR BRIDE: I agree with you. She should wear teachers were included in the guaranteed
something less bridelike. You've stated your obkctions, very happy reunion.
security.
and if she chooses to ignore them, don't tell her to stay
Kelley Smith walks with
Sadly I realized that my 1924
home. If there appears to be two "brides" at your wedding, class would never be united assistance now at his home.
she, not you, will look out of place.
We were reared on the
_here, for already gone are Lee
admonition of Ecclesiastes
DF:AR ABBY: A woman signed TEN YEARS TOO Crass, Warren Patterson,
LATE wrote to say that she deeply regretted not letting Esco'Gunter; Virgil Edmonds, 12:1 — "Remember now thy
her husband go to -the other woman" when he wanted to. Amy Stubblefield, and only a creator in the days of thy
youth while the evil days come
She said she knew that they really loved each other, but few remain.
But it is a real pleasure to not nor the years draw night
she hung on to him for security and regarded the other
woman as a "tramp" who had stolen her husband.
occasionally meet former when thou shalt say, I have no
She closed her letter by saying, "As my husband lay acquaintances as we did on pleasure in them."
dying in the hospital. her name—not mine'—was on his lips
Now, as age /with its inMothers Day at Paris Landing
Perhaps if rhad let him go when he wanted to, he'd be Inn. There we saw the Ploy firmities creeps into every
alive today, for heartaches, pressure and frustration can Jewels now with the Nashville home we even understand the
undermine a man's nealth. I saw it happen. I won the
Tennessean, but once with the song, "Work For the Night Is
battle, but lost the war."
& Times. And we met Coming."
-hedger
wife:
that
to
Abby, here's my answer
Please don't berate yourself for winning the battle you
fought 10 years ago. You loved your husband and fought
for him with whatever weapons were available.
He decided that you needed him more than I did, and
although his decision hurt you, it was no surprise to me
-. When he was dying I fought the urge to call you and ask
if I could see him briefly one last time. He enriched my life.
and I wanted him to know it. But I spared yokt. my phone
call. It was part ot the price we "other women" must pay
The
Calloway-Marshall Louisville School of Medicine.
Now, spare yourself.
He served his internship at
You have suffered enough Please don't feel guilty for County affiliate of - the
Diabetes the U. S. Public Health Ser"hanging on to him." He considered you a good wife and American
mother. "That's what makes it so tough," he told me often Association will hold its vice Hospital in New Orleans
You have no reason to feel guilty. Hold your head up and monthly meeting on Thur- and was in general practice in
honor his memory. Enjoy the children you raised together sday, June 2, at seven p. m. at Cadiz before coming to
and those wonderful grandchildren, too.
the First
Presbyterian Murray. .
Be proud to have been his wife. The real irony in this Church, 16th and Main
At the May ADA meeting,
whole sad story is that you are the only person who can Streets.
Frances Allen, a diabetic for
understand the pain I felt when he died. And we can't
Dr. Billy P'Pool, who has 21 years and nursing student
console each other.
just
recently moved to the at MSU, enthusiastically
Shalom,
shared her experiences as a
ill-. It
young diabetic. The narration
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
of her adventures at summer
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No, 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
diabetic camp were especially_
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
interesting.
Everyone is welcome to
attend the monthly ADA
meetings whether a diabetic
ase's
or not,..a spokesman said.
iesesotoio
wiles*

-

Bel-Air
Center

SIRLOIN
TOCX'AbE
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE,

Hours:

11 a.m.-10 p.m. Weekdays
11 a.m.-10:i0 p.m. Sat. Sun.

Tuesday Is
Bargain Nite
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7:30
Only

Thru Thur.]
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Oaks Golf' Iledakst
Murrelle Walker was the
medalist at the ladies day golf
held at the Oaks Country Club
on Wednesday, May 25, according to Doris Rose, golf
hostess.
Other winners were Betty
Shapard, low putts, and Pat
Winchester, middlemen.
Freda Steely will be golf
hostess- for play on Wednesday, June 1, at the Oaks
Club for the women not
playing in the George Hart
Invitational Golf Tournament.
HOME BAKING
Consumers are still not
buying bakery goods in the
same quantities as before
sugar went up in price.
Bakery manufacturers raised
prices on the basis of sugar
prices, but some reductions
have not rr Itched the fall in
sugar prices. During this
cooks
some
priicess,
discovered home baking as an
alternate while others have
reduced their consumption of
some baked goods.

ml PIJUT.CT RINTAL FOR
YOVR LAST VACATION
1010 Chestriut

Thru Wei.
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OFFERINGS"
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[Walter L. Apperson, publisher
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Sensing The N'etes
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
fT se• utive Vice President

et.
4L.

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC:WHITEWASHING CUBA
HARRIGAN
In viewing me parade of U.S. visitors
Writing
in The Indianapolis News,
to Cuba in recent months, it is hard to
decide which of the apologetic, Prof. Alisky recently pointed out that
bootlicking Americans is the most "a strange alliance of liberals and
businessmen"
are
pressuring
disgusting.
Sen. George McGovern (D-S.D.), President Carter to restore full
however, most probably deserves that diplomatic and trade relations with
label. On his visit to Cuba, he acted aS Cuba.
These groups he observed, smile
though Fidel Castro and his brother
benevolently
at Lantin America's most
Raoul were old school chums. He sat
without voicing a protest while Fidel collectivized economy, "ignoring the
accused the United States of every price Cubans paid for in loss of all
political dissent." He noted that, "The
possible transgression.
New Times Magazine lapped up same commentators who publicly
McGovern's glowing account of the denounce the lack of civil liberties in
goodness of Cuba. Associate Editor Chile somehow are not concerned with
Robert Shrum said the visitors to Cuba a lack of academic freedom at the
had "put their stamp of tolerance on University of Havana."
Prof. Alisky wrote:
Fidel Castro's revolution." As The New
"The business lobbyists'smell sales,
Times article sees Cuba, the island is a
great place to play baseball and Castro perhaps $500 million. But the catch is
that Cuba has no reserve currency. It
never tortured a political prisoner.
One wonders: if everything is rosy in mortgages its sugar crop to pay for
Communist Cuba, why did thousands of Russian oil and European machinery.
Cubans - almost the entire Cuban The Castro government wants the
middle class - flee the country? Why United States to unfreeze bank deposits
aren't these refugees attempting to in the U.S. claimed by Cuba. These
return to what apologists for Castro were frozen when Castro confiscated $2
billion worth of U.S. assets in Cuba,
depict as an island paradise?
If Sen. McGovern deserves first prize calling it 'expropriation.' But that term
for most disgusting behavior, the means nationalization with some
Greater Minneapolis, Minn. Chamber compensation. Not one cent was ever
of Con, erce is a close second. It sent a paid to rightful owners."
Prof. Alisky added:
delegati to Havana to look for trade
'The Cubans also want U. S. banks to
opportunities. Apparently the Minneapolis businessmen don't mind that lend the Castro government funds or
Fidel Castro has 14,000 soldiers. waging lines of credit. These credits would pay
revolutionary war in Africa or that his the businessmen now lobbying for trade
agents • _engage in a campaign of relations with Havana. The American
terrorism in South America and taxpayer would pay the tab. Uncle Sam
again could beUncle Sap."
elsewhere in the world.
The truth is that normalized relations
• The attempt to present Fidel Castro
as "Mr. Nice Guy" disturbs those who between the United States and Cuba is
are aware of the bloody record of the impossible as long as Cuba serves as a
communist regime in Havana. One of base for Soviet forces, sponsors subthose who are outraged at the version in this hemisphere, and sends
whitewashing of Castro's Cuba is Prof. expeditionary forces abroad. To urge
Marvin Alisky, professor of political normal diplomatic and trade ties
science at Arizona State University and without an end to Cuba's revolutionary
a former NBC network correspondent activities is the height of irresponsibility.
in Cuba.

Business Mirror

Miami Mayor's Company
Files For Bankruptcy
By JOHN D. HOPKINS
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI (API -When Maurice Ferre
became mayor of Miami four years
ago, he was a millionaire riding the'
crest of a Florida building boom.
As president of the family controlled
Maule Industries Inc., Ferre was
putting together what industry sources
called the largest building materials
operation of its kind in the country.
Maule quarries, cement kilns,
stressed-concrete factories and 27
concrete mix plants were turning out
material for thousands of condominium
units, offices, bridges and other
projects from Jacksonville to the
Florida Keys.
Maule reported its best year ever in
1973. Then the postoil embargo
recession struck,
In three months, "we went from
selling 2 million yards of concrete a
year to 800,000,- the Puerto Rico-born
Ferre said. Florida's building industry
went into a slump from which it has
only begun to recover.
Recovery didn't come soon enough,
however, and Maule filed for
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Legislators To
Face Budget
By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT- Gov. Julian Carroll
should not have any problems in the
1978 session of the General Assembly
since all °Ellie legislative leadership
were re-elected or had holdover terms
in the Senate.
The most important item facing
legislators next season will be the
biennial budget, but it's adoption is
always a foregone conclusion although
the Committee on Appropriations and
Revenue threatened last session to
present its own budget, but the
governor persuaded them against such
action.
The budget for this biennium was
$5.67 billion. It is expected to be
around $6 billion plus for the next two
years since it grows at the rate of about
seven per cent aryeaf. Total stile income is now in excess of budget
estimates.
State government continues to grow
every year as more services are
demanded by the people, much of it
brought on from actions taken by the
federal government which shares funds
for many state programs.
The next most important area for
legislation in 1978 will be implementing
the federal strip mine bill when it is
adopted. The state must pass laws to
conform with federal legislation.
The second legislative session of
every governor's term is devoted to
carrying out the program he got passed
in the first legislative session, and this
will be Gov. Carroll's chief goal.
Sure, there will be some consumer
legislation, but the administration
Won't have a large package to hustle
through the legislative mill.
This doesn't mean there will be a
large reduction in the'number of bills
introduced every session, more than
1,200 in 1976, because legislators will
have their own bills, many suggested
by constituents. But a lot of these have
been through the mill before and will be
doomed to defeat.
Some key newspaper people 'in
Kentucky are expecting some attacks
on the open meetings bill passed in 197;
and the open records bill passed in 1976,
and they are expected to fight any move
that would affect these rights adversely.
The Democrat leadership in both
houses is expected to be the same since
the governor usually carries the same
leadership through both of his
legislative session where possible.
William Kenton House speaker from
Lexington, had the narrowest squeak
among the leaders gaining re-election.
Lloyd Clapp, Wingo, is deputy speaker:
Bobby Richardson, Glasgow, is
majority floor leader; Bill Donnermeyer, Bellvue, is caucus chairman
and Dwight Wells, Richmond, is party
whip. Republican leaders in the House
are Harold DeMarcus, Stanford, floor

reorganization under Chapter 11 of the
federal Bankruptcy Act. The chapter
allows a company to carry on its
business under court protection while
its'
l ebt problems are worked out.
"What broke Malik," said Ferre, 41,
"was spending $70 million or $80 million
on a cement plant," a large, highly
automated operation at Penrisuco,
northwest of Miami. Industry
magazines marvel at the plant, built to
make 4.1 million tons of cement per
year, and built mostly on borrowed
money.
"Pennsuco is a racing snachine all
ready to go," Maine said in an interview in his office overlooking
Biscayne Bay. "It will do $100 million a
year, but it's running at about $5G
million.
Pressed by creditors for $116 million,
Ferre is asking his 1,048 employes to
agree to a 10 per cent pay cut to help
By The Associated Press
Maule survive.
Today is Monday, May 30, the 150th
"I've gat close to 700 'yeses'.already.
day of 1977. There are 215 days left ,n
It's amazing," Ferre said.
the year.
Receiver Cliff Herrell ordered laSt
Today's highlight in history:
week that the pay cuts be carried out,
On this date in 1431, Joan of Arc was
saving the company $1.8 million a year,
burned at the stake in Rouen, France
even if all the workers didn't agree.
On this date:
Bankruptcy Judge Thomas Britten had
In 1498, Christopher Columbus sailed
said he was inclined to liquidate the
from Spain on his third voyage to the
company if the employes didn't take the
New World.
cuts.
In 1539, the Spanish explorer. Her"We have done pretty well," Ferre
nando de Soto,landed in Florida.
said before the pay agreements were
In 1883, a report that the neu
firmed up. "Our ratio of usages to sales
is down to 30 per cent, the best it's ever.. Brooklyn Bridge in New York was
about to collapse created panic. Six
been."
persr-is on the bridge were trampled
Maule's outlook improved markedly
death.
with a report to Britten that banks,
In 1942, during World War II, more
unsecured creditors and equipment
than 1,100 British bombers pounded
suppliers al: were ready to stand behind
Cologne, Germany.
the company's efforts.
In 1961, the dictator of the Dominica r,
Maule also has reported gross
operating profits in two of the last four -Republic, Rafael Trujillo,
assassinated.
months. But it managed that by skipIn 1963, an estimated 10,000 people
ping interest payments.
were killed in a windstorm that struck
Any progress on an agreement
East Pakistan.
between the major creditors is to be
Ten 'years ago: President Gamal
reported to the court June 20.
Abdel Nasser of Egypt and King
Hussein 'of Jordan signed a mutual
defense treaty.
Five yeats ago: President Richard
M. Nixon made a brief stopover in Iran
after a conference with Soviet leaders
in Moscow.
When a man's ways please the
One year ago: Britain's pound
Lord, he maketh even his enemies
sterling fell to an all time low.
to be at peace with him. Proverbs
Today's birthday: Band leader
16:7.
Benny Goodman is 68.
Bitterness and hatred are never
Thought for today: What we see
God's way. Patience and forgiveness
depends mainly on what we look for. love and kindness often melt hard
John Lubbock, English astronomer and
hearts
mathematician, 1803-1865.

Today
In History

Bible
Thought
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VAN CURON
leader; Herman Ratliff, Campbellsville, is caucus chairman; and
Raymond Overstreet, Liberty, is party
whip.
In the Senate it is Tom Garrett,
Paducah, majority floor leader; Joe
Prather, Vine Grove, president protem ; Pat McCuiston, Pembroke,
assistant president pro-tern; Danny
Yocom, Louisville, caucus chairman;
and , Kelsey Friend, Pikeville, party
whip. The Republican leadership
consists' of Eugene P. Stuart,
Louisville, floor leader,. Walter A.
Baker, Glasgow,caucus chairman,and
Joe Graves, Lexington, party whip.
Graves will not be back since he chose
to run for mayor of Lexington instead of
the Sedate.
One of the major points of interest to
come from.the-1978.session will be who
emerges to run for statewide office with
the blessing of the present administration.
Carroll is known to favor Terry
McBrayer, Greenup, who is now
commissioner of Commerce. Lt. Gov.
Stovall already has made a token announcement that she intends. to run for
governor and George Atkins, .state
:auditor, has all but made the announcement that he will be a candidate
for governor.
Some of the lesser constitutional
officers are expected to play the old
'musical chairs game in 1979 since the
state constitution prohibits-succession
in the same office.
Secretary of State Drexel] Davis
probably will. try to return to the
Treasurer's office, and State Treasurer
Frances Jones Mills probably will run
for Secretary of State.
The Clerk of the Court of Appeals will
be appointed by that Court and the
Clerk of the Supreme Court will be
appointed by the highest court. The
clerk has been an.elective office in the
past, but the new court system has
changed that.

The tragic fire at the Beverly Hills
Supper Club Southgate, Ky., took on
added significance locally as news
rippled through the community tunday
morning that two Murray residents
were among the victims.
Many people were shocked and
stunned, as we were, to learn that Don

Grogan and Ann Stallons died in the
tradgedy.
It's going to be hard for us to imagine
not seeing Don around the pro shop at
the Murray Country Club. On
weekends, Don was always there,
ready to play the game he loved so
much.
And, during the warm summer
Letter To The Editor • months, Ann's friendly smile regularly
greeted everyone kround the pool, arid
on many occasions, she could be seen in
the water helping the younger children
learn to swim.
We'll miss you both. May you rest in
peace.
0+0
We were also shocked at the news
Dear Editor:
report that some individuals had been
The Murray High Band members and
directors wish to express our thanks to".' -arrested for looting cars and bodies
. • of
victims of the fire.
all for supporting us this year.
Some people must have no feelings
To the Band Boosters for their
whatsoever.
backing and financial assistance, to the
0+0
school administration and faculty for
While we are sad at the thought of the
the cooperation and understanding, to
many deaths in the fire, we must also
our friends and fellow classmates for
be thankful that so many people
their interest and encouragement, to
escaped.
Murray State University, Mr. Farrell,
Mr. Wells, and Mr. Luther for the use of
their facilities and equipment, and to
the citizens of Murray who have been
behind us through their kind words and
sales' support, we owe • a, huge
Cathy Lockhart was overall junior
"Thanks."
division champion and Judy Kelso was
We hope to represent you well at the
champion of the senior division of theNationaLs1 !--. Calloway County 4-H Club Dress Revue
Sincerely,
held at Calloway County High School.
The MHS "Tiger" Band
Marvin 0. Wrather has resigned as
and directors
secretary of the First District
Education Association after serving in
that office for many years. He is the
public relations director for Murray,
State University.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Johrt
In our dealings with members of
Poyner.
Congress, we would do well to know
"Our thanks to the fellow who in
what any farmwife knows about ducks
vented air conditioning. He had his
in the barnyard: you can't make a duck
mind on his business," from the
quack by petting it.
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williarus.
The Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club celebrated its 25th anniversary at the patio supper held on
May 25 at the club house.

Band Says
'Thank You'

10 Years Ago

Isnilt The Truth

IllEARTUN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problemsfast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE. 114 E.
Payton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 64 years old and
am drawing my regular Social Security
retirement benefits. I ordered a
magazine subscription in February, but
I have not received it yet. Can you help
me? N. R.
ANSWER: Yes. Heartline has sent
special forms to you to fill out.
Anyone who is' having any type of
consumer problem should write
Heartline and state that you would like
the Consumer Protection Forms to fill
out. Do not explain your problem or
send any correspondence you have had.
Please send, a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: My husband worked
for the railroad for 32 years and is noir
receiving his retirement annuity When
can I be eligible for a spouse's annuity
on his work record" J. K.
ANSWER; A full spouse annuity is
payable at age 60 with 30 years of
service, if the employe's regular annuity began after June, 1974. If the wife
of such a retiree has..,.a minor or
disabled child of the employee's in her

*,

care, she is eligible at any age.
However, if the employe retired
before July, 1974 with 30 years of service, he must be 65 before his wife can
receive an annuity. She may receive a
full annuity at any age if she has a
minor or disabled child in her care. At
age 62, she may receive a reduced
annuity.
r
HEARTLINE I am 63 years old and
plan to retire next year. I Will be going
on Social Security and taking my
company pension.
I am thinking of buying a new car this
year and would like to find one that gets
very good gas mileage. I have not been
able to find anything that gives a
comparison of gas mileage for new
cars. Do you know where I can obtain
something like this? D. R.
ANSWER: There is a booklet that
gives comparative gasoline mileage
ratings for new cars. The book, "1977
Gas Mileage Guide," can be obtained
by writing to Fuel Economy, Pueblo,
Colo.,81009.

20 Years Ago
Winners in the local primary election
on May 28 include Owen Billington,
state representative; H.H. Lovett,
circuit judge; James Blalock, circuit
court clerk; Waylon Rayburn, county
judge; Robert 0. Miller, county attorney; Randall Patterson, county
court clerk; Cohen Stubblefleid,
sheriff; Clyde Steele, jailer; K. B.
McCuiston, Noel Warren, Almon
Willoughby, Lee Donelson, and Oren '
Simmons, magistrates; Jake Dunn,
city judge; Eli Guy Spann, Frank H.
Lancaster, Richard Tuck, Merritt
Marine, Ben Grogan, and Paul Perdue,
city councilman.
Bobby E. Hays recently was
promoted to private first class at the
Walter
Reed
Army
Hospital,
Washington, D. C.
Births reported include a boy, Billy
Joe, to Mr. and Mrs. William H.
McDougal on May 16, and a boy, Steven
Lester, to Mr. and Mrs. William D.
McCuiston on May 16.
New officers of the Zeta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club are
Mesdames Charles Clark, John T
Irvan, M. C. Ellis, and Louis (.'. Ryan
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Let's Stay Well

Itching May Be Diabetes Clue
By F J I.

Ftlas-mgarne M

J L Blasingarne
in her eark 40,
is distmweed
persistent itching in various
areas of her scalp At firsL the
trouble was in bouts, but noyv it
Is almost continuous
She has tned several shampoos and ointments, using them
often Because she thought the
problem might be from an
allergy, she has taken an antihistamine but without relief
Her scalp is not scaly and
shows no sign of dandruff Occasionally some areas are urntated from scratching Q Mrs S P
writes that she

Her physician has been una,
Me to find the cause and has
suggested that she we a skin
specialist
A. Itching (pruritus) can AP
an upsettirig symptom When it
persists without an'y changes in
the skin in the itching area, a
search is needed to try to un
cover the cause
A careful history. complete
physical examination and
laboratory studies are usually
twi.,sse) y and dectrahti,
Ohstruction to the passage ‘.1

bile, with an associated iatin
dice. may give generalized in
tolerable itching
This cause Is not applicable
to your case because you would
have mentioned the yellow ap
pearance of your skin
Too the itching would not
have been localised to your
scalp or a particular area
Another generalised disease
that needs to he ruled Out in
your case is sugar diabetLI,
Symptoms of itching is atx)ut
the genitals or anus are often

noted in the disease
hie localizA1 ir tho•

6111 rn,c,
alp ‘,r

elsewhere
It would be interesting io
know whether vuu ra,e 00.. ,,r
relatives a Oh riiiihiele•s
because chabete. runs ;-1
families If diabetes Ls present

qinore

and brought under Luntrol. the
itching is usually prompth.
relined
Look for the souri_t. of your
itching beyond your sc-alp ant
have Your physician cher k ,,u,

for sugar diahoes,

.1.1111.e•
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Murray Sweeps Everything In Regional Tennis Tournament

All Tiger Players
Earn Trip To State
the set, forcing splits.
-Afterall, this is the first year and both will go to state,- - By MIKE BRANDON
In the third set, AlkoodKathy
and
Jackson
Candy
school
high
played
has
SIMS
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Montgomery won the first
their
won
already
had
Outland
Raymond Sims stood beside tennis andhe took up the game
it: Sims
doubles match and a trip to game and that was
. the tennis court just 'after. only two years ago.
Boone took the next five
and
and
Sims
by
win
the
so
state
Maybe Algood and Monfinishing. his first match in
went up 5-1 and took
like Boone put the cherry on.tap of sets and
thought
doubles competition Friday at tgomery
two more games in wrap
s.ivdm.
whipped
tile
the
Because
eryorie else-.
the Regional_ Tennis Tourthe win.
top-seeded doubles pair got -The large crowd which was
nament.
Boone, who was very strong
State
Sims. an optimist when it koocked from their pedestal on band at the Murray
.
his serving garhe, and Sims
on
the
view
to
Complex
Tennis
suoss.4s,
:
comes to sports,said he felt he and they fell hard. ,
each other
complimented
actually
was
tourney
and • doubles partner Brad
play.
their
at the
Sims
-Raymond
UP
AIR
corner
leaps
ifitHf
in
with
the
the
Nit
air
a
on
in
is
well
match
and
heated
boll
In a
fires s shot back across the net for a point. The
spellbound by the magnitude quite
Boone could win the chamupper right. Watching Sims is doubles partner Brad Boone. The two won the Regional championship.
court, Sims and Boone pulled of the accomplishments by the Sims was terrific on the net
pionship of the Regional if
and displayed some outoff the upset of the year and Murray High netters.
(Staff Photos Cs Mike Brandon)
they could win their semifinal
standing speed along with
clinched a perfect day for
much
too
just
almost
was
It
match.
finesse.
Murray High School tennis. to believe.
Nobody really thought the
Every Murray player enIt was no _surprise in the
the
were
Boone
and
Sims
pair would win their semifinal
tered in the tourney earned a show stealers thougtf, even girls' doubles where the topmatch Friday. But they did,
seeded duo of Candy Jackson
trip to the State Tournament.
knocking off the second- Nobody knows for sure but it taking the glory away from
and Kathy Outland won an
his
earned
who
Purcell
Mel
seeded pair of David Wilkins
may be. the first time one eighth trip to the state tour- easy- 6-2, 6-1 match in the
and Jeff Clark of Lone Oak.
finals over Barbara Pryor and
school has swept, an entire ney.
And then came Saturday.
Regional Tournament.
AMY Stahr..of Mayfiekl_ _
the.
Sims and Boone won
S15 and Boone, _tinageded In
There were some surprises
on
appeared
and
7Z
set
-Tifif
'Jilt
suiglel,
In the iiire
the tourney, had to play the
in the girls' singles.
though
straight
in
top-seeded duo of Bobby Austin defeated teammate the way to a win
I,aWanna
Top-seeded
Algood
But
3-1.
led
they
as
sets
finals.
the
in
Burke
Robyn
and
John
Montgomery
was
Hopkinsville
of
Edwards
back
came
Montgomery
and
the
Both will go to state. In
Algood.
By BRUCE LOWITT
deathstained race, would see margin of victory over Sneva more minutes to warm a lot of
in
four
the
and
two
upset
Nobody thought the pair boys' singles, Mel Purcell won to win the next five games and
AP
Sports
Writer
his lead dwindle from 20 was 28.9 seconds. His pit-stop hearts with a bit of unmorning
Saturday
semifinals
from Murray High could win. in the finals over Brent Austin
(AP)
He
INDIANAPOLIS
or so to barely* a differenee with Sneva was 48 characteristic sentimentality.
seconds
by Robyn- Burke of Murray.
"This car is now the property
In the other 'semifinal was suddenly very different second. But then a pit stop, a seconds.
of the Indianapolis Motor
winner
two-time
a
Unser,
Al
from
every
other
or
who
light
driver
caution
yellow
the
of
match, Jill Austin
museum," he said,
Speedway
finished
third,
started
who
had
ever
challenged Indy, and something else - an empty
Tigers wort 6-2 arid 6-1 over
his machine over to
turning
199
completing
by
too,
there,
yet
he
still
was
the
same
ol'
occasion
one
on
gas
tank,
Caldwell
of
Mitzi Nichols
would conspire 20 shunt- A.J. laps. Fourth was Wally Tony Holman the nvmer of all
County to move into the finals. A.J.
Dallenbach, one of Johncock's that is Indy.
did
"Damn!
We
it,"
A.J.
bark
again.
the
.played
who
Austin.
followed by
teammates,
Foyt
as
he
barked
50
about
stepped
with
an
For
instant,
While A.J. was going for No.
number 'three singles this
4, Janet Guthrie was
season for the Tiger .girls, from his glistening orange miles to go, A.J. crept in front, Johnny Parsons.
The rest of the top 10 achieving No.1-very slowly.
survived-a tough match in the Coyote 'racer and into only- to relinquish .his hardBy Associated Press
posterity Sunday. That was earned lead when he had to zip finishers - the only other The first woman ever to drive
defeated
she
as
championship
- JOHNSON CITY, Tenn.
his first printable comment on into the pits for. a splash of drivers punning at'the'end
in the 500 did Si only in fits aia
AP) - The Ohio Valley Burke 6-4 and 6-4.
were Tom Bigelow, Lee starts. The 39-year-old former
begonning the first,four-time methanol in his tank.
wax
the
all
day
big
a
was
It
10
inducted
Conference
winner of the Indianapolis 500.
It was coming down to the Kunzman, Roger McCluskey, physicist from New York was
charter members into its hall for the Austins as Brent
in
1964
After
1961,
winning
a real gut-bustin', nose- Steve* Krisiloffs. and rookie roadblocked not by male
wire,
Of 'fame yesterday and also played his way into the singles and 1967, the pie-faced and to-nose
Jerry Sneva,Tom's brother.
showdown.
chauvanism but by a cranky
two
and
four
winning
by
finals
voted to move the league
crusty
Texan
the
by
over.
hit
all
skids
pool!
was
It
Then,
secondSaid the dejected Johncock: ignition and other mechanical
headquarters back to Nash- in a mild upset over
seeded Greg Hill of Henderson way of a decade of frustration. Johncock's engine turned into • "I was pushing it hard all day. problems. She started 26th in
ville.
He finished third twice and a costly collection of non- Then I started feeling the 33-car field, completed_
Inducted were the late County.
In the other semifinal second once in a futile chase functioning nuts and bolts. vibrations in the engine, and only 27 laps and finished 29th.
Western Kentucky basketball
for the race that would cut him Johncock turned his car onto all of a sudden the whole thing
coach Ed Diddle; William E. match, Purcell shutout Tom loose from his ties with Mauri
BASEBALL
the grass with 16 laps to go, let go."
president Scott of Henderson County.
Derrberry,
SAN DIEGO - John
Rose, Louie Meyer and Wilbur the estimated 400,000 fans
played
all
not
that,
After
Johncock
had
who
Purcell,
Tech;
Tennessee
emeritus of
Shaw - Indy's only other turned their vocal chords into finished a disappointing 11th, McNamara, who was in his
Dr. Adron Doran, long-time a competitive tournament three-time winners since this
one massive cheer ... and A.J. the last of the drivers to be fourth season as San Diego
match against Austin in four
president of Morehead State;
of dare-deviltry began turned into an easy winner..
derby
and
6-0
set
first
standing still when Foyt Padres manager, was fired
the
won
years,
the late Hooper Eblen,athletic
in
1911.
to
only
not
thanks
Easy,
6-2
a
whizked under Pat Vidan's and replaced by Alvin Dark.
director and coach at Ten- then took the match with
And the frustration was Johncock's engine, but to Tom black-and-white
set_
second
checkered
the
in
win
GENERAL
Hughes,
Charles
Tech;
nessee
Purcell will be the favorite dogging again Sunday as he Sneva's less-than-dazzling pit flag„-Tt took him exactly 3
SOUTHGATE, Ky. retired baseball coach at
in the boys' singles when the dogged the tailpipe of Gordon crew. Sneva won the pole hours, 5 minutes, 57.70 Clarke Mayfield, head football
Eastern Kentucky; Dr. Joe
tourney opens Friday in Johncock, the leader for most position with the first official seconds to reach Indy's un- coach at Jacksonville State
state
Morgan, president emeritus of
of the second half of Sunday's 200-mile-an-hour qualifying chartered territory, a feat he University;
. died Saturday
Austin Peay; Dr. Robert -Lexingtnn.
swarm around the 21 2 miles of lap. He lost the race because achieved with an average night in the tragic fire at the
years,
two
past
the
In
of
emeritus
Martin, president
blacktop.
he spent precious seconds speed of 161.331 miles an hour. Northern Kentucky Supper
Eastern Kentucky; L. T. Purcell has twice finished
Jfilincock, the winner of idling his engine while Foyt
And it took him only a few Club.
second in the singles at the
Smith, former Western
1973's rain-shortened and was straining his. Foyt's
state tournament.
Kentucky coach and athletic
committee member; Roy
THE THRILL OF VICTORY-Brad Boone (left) and Raymond
of Murray,a longtime
Stewart
the
of
doubles
the
in
upset
an
Sims embrace after winning
athletic director,
and
coach
Regional Tournament. They pulled off two upsets on their way
and Dr. Kelly Thompson,
to the crown.
president emeritus of Western
(Staff Plates by Mite Brand*
Kentucky.
The conference offices will EVERYDAY EXCEPT SATURDAY
be moved to Nashville
following completion of final
*Meat
arrangements in the next few
•2rVeegetables
.Bad
By The Associated Press
National League
weeks. The OVC headquarters
American League
East
$1
1963
from
East
.. W L Pct. GB were in Nashville
L Pct. GB Chicago
23 14 .667 - until 1975 when they were
Your Choice Of
25 17 .595 - Pitts
Bait
26 15 .634 11+2 moved to Lexington, Ky.
i25 20 -556 1L'2 S Louis
N York
26 18 .591 3
In other business, the OVC
4444441'1
23 20 .535 242 Phila.
Boston
23 19 .548 5
24 24 .500 4 Montreal
Milwkee
16 25 .390 114s voted to retain its post-season
its
determining
tourney for
18 22 .450 6 N York
THE NEW
Cleve15 27 .357 13
17 25 .405 8
representative in the NCAA
Detroit
West
18 27 .400 Pa '
Toronto
33 13 .717 - basketball tourney. Next
- Ang
i,U3
West
20 .23 .465 11't year's tourney will be March
Cinci
IOC
28 16 .636
110/11.1011
Minn
tO
20 24 .455 12
S Fran
24 18 .571 3 S Diego
'Chicago
21 20 .429 13't 44 at Western Kentucky.
was
5
award
21 19 .525
Texas
new
18 27 .400 141lz
A
Houston
23 22 .511 5L.2 Atlanta
Calif
17 30 .362 16kil established to honor an OVC
FAMILY RESTAURANT
7
.477
21 23
Oakland
athlete of the year. Each
-2
7,
Results
.465
20-23
Sunday's
K.C.
ON THE NET-Candy Jackson works the net and returns a shot while doubles partner Kathy
Under New Management 5-Points
school will nominate three
Philadelphia 7, New York 6
19 30 .388 11 1-2
Seattle
pair easily won the doubles championship.
Outland
the
(left)
top-seeded
watches
The
action.
honor.
the
for
athletes
hours a day ken, Day!
24
Open
4
Louis
St.
14,
Montreal
Sunday's Results
Chicago 3, Pittsburgh 2
Seattle 6, Detroit 4
Cincinnati 8, Los Angeles 1
California 3, Toronto 2
San Diego 3, Houston 1
Kansas City 3, Boston 0
.."%ilb.,
San Francisco 3, Atlanta 2, 10
New York 5, Chicago 2
17‘&
innings
Minnesota 3, Baltimore 2
Monday's -Games
HOUR rli p,
Cleveland 5, Oakland 4
41
Montreal (Rogers 5-4 and
Texas 5, Milwaukee 4, 11 inDRY
(EsYork
New
at
0-0)
Bahnsen
nings
pinosa 2-3 and Todd 24), 2
Moudgy's Games
Chicago (Krukow 4-2) at St.
central Shopping Center
Milwaukee (Haas 4-2 and
1-5)
Rodriguez 1-1) at"Chicago Louis (Falcone
Open7 a.m. 106 pmt
and
0-0
(Owchinko
Diego
San
iKnapp 5-2 and Stone 5-3) 2
6 Days A Week
Francisco
San
at
0-1)
D'Aquisto
MonSeattle (Pagan 1-1 and
Phone 753-9084
0Knepper
and
2-5
(McGlothen
4tague 3-3) at Texas (Blyleven
2
0)
0000 TuES. well noun.
5 and Perry 4-4) 2, (t-n)
(Kison 3-2) at
Kansas City (Splittorff 3-4) at Pittsburgh (Carlton
6-2), (n)
Philadelphia
Toronto (Garvin 6-2), (n)
AtlanurlMessersmith 4-1) at
New York (Torrez 5-3) at Cincinnati
(Hurrie 0-1), in)
Boston (Lee 24), (n)
(Rau 5-0) at
California (Tanana 8-1) at Los Angeles
4-3), (n)
Andujar
t
Houston
(n)
4-3),
(Eckersley
Cleveland
MIX OR MATCH

10-Year Dry Spell For
Foyt Ends With Indy Win

Roy Stewart
Inducted Into
Hall Of Fame

"..••••••14.

PLATE LUNCHES
11 AM - 3 PM

Major League Baseball Standings
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PLAIN

MEN'S & LADIES

EASY-LIFT

AND

Chairs That Lend
a Helping Hand.
s
.
Mans; people -senior citizens arthritics rm
1 I
stroke-patients and those with MS or MD
i i
or Parkinson s disease, need help getting
in and out of a chair The power cushion in
both the EASY-LIFT Stratolounger' Recliner and companion
straight-back Economy model gently lift you forward and
- up to 4 standing position Lifting angle
needs Controls are
r- adjusts to ht your
run on
models..run
' - OA, to reach and both models,
current

RAIN

COATS
SHIRTS
loundered And
Pretted To
Perfection
Good AU Week

For brochure. arise or call
41)
719
IZEMCMMMIllinal
- Medicare Approved

511 N
eth-Murrey

TIGERS TO STATE -Robyn Burke (left) and .1iR Austin will be
going to the state tourney in Lexington. Austin defeated Burke
in the finals of the singles.

TO STATE-Brent Austin (left) and Mel Purcell, both of
Murray High, will be representing the First Region in the state
tourney this weekend in Lexington. Austin lost in the finals of
the singles to Purcell.
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Scatterbrain Weaver
Loses One For Orioles
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON the Twins salvaged
a 3-2 second inning after the first of
AP Sports Writer
triumph.
Tom Poquette's three hits and
Earl "Wrong Way" Weaver
Elsewhere, the New York Jim Colborn and Mark Littell
didn't know there was a Ford Yankees defeated the
Chicago combined for a six-hit shutout,
in his future. He thought it was White Sox 5-2, the
Kansas City
Rangers 5, Brewers 4
Larry Hisle.
Royals blanked the Boston
Toby Harrah's third hit, an
The manager of the Red Sox 3-0, the
Texas 11th-inning double, drove in
Baltimore Orioles, trytng to Rangers edged the Milwauke
e the winning run for Texas
keep his team as close as Brewers 5-4 in 11
innings, the after Jim Fregosi opened the
possible in a 2-0 ballgame, California Angels nipped
the Ilth with a single off loser
ordered an intentional walk to Toronto Blue Jays
3-2, the Sam Hinds. The hit was only
Minnesota's
Hisle, the Cleveland Indians shaded the the second
off the 6-foot-7
American League's RBI Oakland A's 5-4 and
the rookie in his 5 2-3 innings of
leader. There were runners at Seattle Mariners downed
the relief.
second and third in the eighth -Detroit Tigers 6-4.
inning Sunday following
Baltimore's Flanagan and
Angels 3, Blue Jays?
Bobby Randall's run-scoring Minnesota's Dave Goltz
California's Nolan Ryan
were
two-out double.
locked in a 1-0'pitching duel won his eighth game Of the
At least Weaver thought it after Roy Smalley of the season, allowing five hits and
******
was Hisle.
Twins bounced a fluke home fanning 12, while Bobby Bonds
sakeiv
igeovi
alir
With a 2-0 count, though, he run off the glove of left fielder slammed a tie-breaking two*
•
suddenly realized, thanks to Pat Kelly in the second inning. run homer in the seventl.
pitcher Jim Palmer, that the Jerry
Terrell launched inning. Ryan's whiffs ex*148161111011-fot 181184111609
batter was really .242-hitting, Minnesota's two-run eighth a tended his AL record for
11$0 c"
1811111101111114,
strikeout-prone Dan Ford.
two-out single off Flanagan, double-figure strikeout games
"I thought we were walking who walked Glenn Borgmann to 76. He had 14 such games in
Hisle," Weaver said. "I lost before Ftandall's RBI double the National League and is
OVERHEAD RETURN— Mel Purcell, who earned his eighth trip
..track ...„pf Ford somewhere started Weaver's thought seven shy of Sandy Koufax'
to the State Tournament,slams an overhead return shot in the
. along'the line. I didn't realize process.
major league mark of 97.
Regional Tournament fiction Saturday. Purcell is the favorite in
it
until
Palmer
said
Yankees 5, White Sox 2
—the state tourney.
Indians 5, A's f ----something."
Chicago's Ken Kravec, just
What Palmer"
Oakland took a 4-3 lead in
said was, back from the-minors, held
"Hey, we're doing this to get New York hitless WW1 two out the top of the ninth when
at Hisle," who has creamed in the sixth and had a 2-0 lead. Wayne Gross walked with the
Baltimore pitching for marks Then Mickey Rivers singled, bases loaded, but the Indians
of .392, .444 and .391 in the past stole second and scored on came back with two in the
three seasons.
Thurman Munson's single and bottom of the ninth for their
Palmer spoke up too late. Chris Chambliss put the sixth victory in the last seven
Weaver removed the in- Yankees ahead with his first games. With one out, Buddy
By WILL GRIMSLEY
old rookie out of New England.
pass but Mike --borne run since April 27. Ed Bell and Larvell Blanks
AP Special Correspondent
-He talked to the ball *— in a
Flanagan
walked
Ford Figueroa, nicked for two runs singled. With two out, Rick
Turn. your back on the sports language only he and the
anyway, loading the bases. on three hits in the first inning, Manning singled Bell home to whirl for a couple of
weeks' horsehide now cowhide)
Hisle followed with a run- held the hard-hitting White tie the score and Kuiper then vacation, and look what
knew. He did gardening work
scoring single off Flanagan's Sox to three hits over the final singled to score Blanks.
happens.
on the mound. He twitched. He
Mariners 6, Tigers 4
foot. That made tile -seore 3-0 eight innings.
• Steve Canthen, horse puffed.- He jabbered. And he
Expansion Seattle rallied racing's Wonder
and nullified a two-run homer
Royals 3, Red Sox 0
child, gets won — 19-9 for 1976.
by Baltimore's Ken Singleton
The Royals' Darrell Porter for three runs in the seventh banged up in a three-horse
It obviously wasn't an act. It
in the bottom of the ninth as drilled a two-run homer in the inning, two on a bloop single spill. Seattle Slew slays
'em wasn't vaudeville, it was pure
by Lee Stanton, to record its again in the Preaknes
s. Fidrych
—
unadorned,
firstever sweep of a three- Somebody
injects rocket juice unrestrained, completely
game series. Steve Braun and into baseballs,
Janet Guthrie natural. "My way of conDave Collins homered for the turns into a real
live 188 miles- centrating," he said.
Mariners while Mickey per-hour bionic
woman. They
The baseball world bought
Stanley and John WOCkenfuss set up a manageria
l death him, body and soul.
connected for Detroit.
watch for Billy Martin of the
The "Bird" — as they called
Yankees, Joe Frazier of the him after a character on TV's
Mets and Frank Robinson of Sesame Street — began
the Indians. And Mark showing signs of edginess
Fidrych, the eccentric, before suffering a torn carelectrically-charged pitching tilage in his knees while
phenomenon .,from Detroit, shagging flies in camp March
changes frdirn a bird of 31, necessitating surgery.
paradise into a cranky crane.
He began dodging the
Has the lanky, kinky-haired crowds. He did his best to
Youths between the age of 6- "Bird" flown the cuckoo's avoid autograph seekers. His
18 who are interested in nest?
informal news conferences
participating on the MurrayLet's hope not.
became more terse and edged.
Calloway County Swim Team
When the string-bean rightNow, back in action and
for the summer season may hander burst on the major facing
the
so-called
enroll by filling out the ap- league scene a year ago, he "sophomore jinx," the Bird's
plication below.
was like a puff of fresh air in a patience appears to be runThe summer swim team sport reeking with dissension, ning more thin.
program will run for eight revolt and lawsuits.
Over the week-end, during
weeks with practice being
There was a boyish which he lost his comeback
held at the city park starting naturalness and impetuosity debut 2-1 against Seattle,
June 6 and ending July 30. about him that completely some of Fidrych's old
Practice sessions will be, held captivated fans. He became freshness showed signs of
daily from 8:00 a. m. to 10:00 an immediate folk hero not eroding into "superstaritis."
a. in.
only in Detroit but also in , "From now on if a man
Thc swim team has every corner where a wireless wants an article on me, it
scheduled eight swim meets picture could reach.
costs $100," he said. "I don't
throughout west Kentucky.
He more than doubled want to hear any more
The schedule will be published turnouts wherever he played. questions about my knee," he
THREE-TIME WINNERS—Jerry and Carolyn Caldwell captured
the title in the Belles and Beaux Golf Tournament held this at a later date. The home Standing ovations became his snapped. meets are scheduled for trademark.
weekend at the Oaks Country Clieb.. Only one time since the
He indicated that pressure
Baseball has had its share of from autograph bugs and tourney began have the two failed to win and that was last Thursdays beginning at 3:30 p.
in. at the city park pool.
pitching giants — the Lefty wellwishers were intruding on
year when they did not enter.
The Murray Team will also Groves, Dizzy Deans and his concentration and planned
participate in the Owensboro Bobby Fellers — but few to protect his privacy. Likc
MURRAY-CALLOWAY SWIM TEAM
Invitation
al Swim Meet on captured the imagination of Garbo, he wanted to be left
SUMMER SWIM TEAM REGISTERATION
July 9 in which many 'team the people as did this 22-yearlone.
Team Fee: $9.00
from Indiana and Kentucky
First Team Meeting June 6 at City Pool
will be competing.
Hours 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M.
The application on this page
8 Weeks - June 6 - July 30
may be delivered or mailed to
Deadline for application June6
the Murray City Park, P. 0.
NAME
Box 224, 10th & Payne Streets.
_ _AGE (as of June 10_ _
Those not registered before
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE
June 2 may do so on this date
PARENTS NAME
,By KEN RAPPOPORT
MALEFEMALE
grand slam home run ario
at the city park pool from
. AP Sports Writer
Fred Norman scattered eight
10:00 a. m. until 2:00 P. in.
They used to be the "Bad hits as Cincinnati routed Los
News Bears," but now they're Angeles. Ken Griffe_y, George
the "Good News Cubs."
Foster and Joe Morgan also
"What can you do?" says homered for the Reds, who
Rich Gossage. "They're hot. won two of the three games in
They can't do anything the series and handed the
ivrong."
Dodgers their first series loss
The outstanding Pittsburgh of the season.
Pirate relief pitcher was
Bench hit his seventh career
among those mistreated by slam in the,first off loser Rick
the revitalized Chicago Cubs Rhoden.
. over the weekend, winding up
Padres 3, Astros 2
on the short end of a 3-2 score
Bobby Valentine's two-run
Sunday.
That gave the Cubs a three- single in the seventh inning
game sweep over the Pirates, snapped a 1-1 tie and sparked
from its East Main Address
their 21st triumph in their last San Diego over Houston.
26 games and a lkl-game lead Valentine's two-out single
To
over Pittsburgh in the scored Dave Winfield and
Gene Tenace, who had
National League East.
The impressive arithdietic reached base on a fielder's
doeSn't equal pre-season choice and a single.
(Formerly Ewing Tire)
Right-hander Dan Spinner
estimations of the Cubs, who
at the very best figured to gained the victory to improve
finish behind Pittsburgh. his record to 2-0 after taking
We have moved to this larger location so we can better serve
over for Padre starter Randy
Philadelphia and St. Louis.
Jones in the seventh.
you!
Expos 14, Cardinals 4
Larry Parrish hit three
Giants 3, Braves 2
Gary Thomasson - raced
bothers and added two singles
in five a p_e
third base with the
five titl
runs, to po
o S op erry Royster
80$ Coldwater
St. Louis.
bobbled Tim Foil's grounder,
:lying San Francisco its
Reds 8, Dodgers 1
Johnny Bench belted a victory over Atlanta.

Fidrych Turning Into
Another Spoiled Brat

Lucas And Blazers Get
Revenge, Mop Up 76ers
By BOB BAUM
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND, Ore. fAP 1 —
After dropping the first two
games in their National
Basketball
Association
championship series against
the Philadelphia 76ers, the
Portland Trail Blazers were in
desperate
need
of
a
psychological lift.
Maurice Lucas providecrone
even before the tipoff in
Sunday's thirdgame. Lucas,a
6-foot-9 forward, had brawled
with Philadelphia's 6-foot-11
Darryl Dawkins, in last
Thursday's 107-89 victory by
the 76ers.
Lucas wiped out those bitter
memories by conspicuously
shaking hands with the 20year-old Dawkins when Portland's starting lineup was
introduced prior to the contest.
Two hours later, Lucas had
scored 25 points in leading the
Blazers to a 129-107 rout that
diminished to 2-1 the
Philadelphia edge in the bestof-sevttn series.
- Game Four will be played
here Tuesday night at 9 p.m.,
EDT.
"It wasn't planned, it was
just something that happened," the soft-voiced Lucas
said of the _game,
opening
handshake. "People are
trying to make him (Dawkins)
out to he this big gorilla. Rut

he's a very nice person."
Walton hit 9 of 15 frOm the
The Blazers bolted to an 18- field, scored 20 points,
point lead late in the first grabbed 18 rebounds, handed
quarter. Then Julius Erving out 9 assists, and blocked four
and Doug Collins took control shots. Gross added 19 points.
and the 76ers sliced the Rookie guard Johnny Davis
margin to 56-53 with 1:23 left scored 18 and Lionel Hollins,
in the first half.
despite a 4-for-17 shooting day,
But Lucas hit two quick, added 15 points.
baskets and Lionel Hollins' As usual, EiVingtizzted. He
sank two free throws to give scored 28 points, including 10
the Western Conference of 11 free throws. Collins was
champions a 60-53 halftime 9-for-13 from the field and
edge.
scored 21 points.
Philadelphia stayed close
through the third quarter.
There was some apThen Bill Walton came up with prehension among NBA and
a couple of classic Waltonian Trail Blazer officials ap•out the
plays that doomed the 76ers' crowd's reaction follolving the
hopes for a four-game sweep. melee in Philadelphia last
Portland's Bob Gross lofted Thursday. But Lucas' gesture
the ball towards the basket at the beginning of the game,
and Walton battled Dawkins accompanied by loud cheers
somewhere above the rim. from the capacity throng of
Walton's right hand finally 12,923, erased the unpleasant
tipped the ball through the memories and the game was
hoop as his 6-foot-11 frame without incident.
crashed to the floor.
Erving was gracious in
An instant later, guard Dave defeat.
Twardzik stole the ball in
"They did everything
backcourt and lofted a pass right," he said. "They had a
towards the hoop. Walton better allaround effort. We
climbed back on his feet and played catchup the whole time
stuffed the ball through the we were out there."
:loop with both hands, giving
the Blazers a 95-87 lead with
GOLF
9L2 minutes to go. .
ATLANTA — Hale Irwin
The 76ers never got any birdied the last hole and won
ringer as the Blazers, prin- the Atlanta Classic Golf
cipally Gross and reserve Tournament by one stroke
Lloyd Neal, turned the game over Steve Veriato with a 15sniderpar 273.1otal.
into amt.

Murray Swim
Team To Have
Eight Meets

Bad News Bears Turn
Into Good News Cubs

-7,1Skit

anlinies„

DOUBLES WINNERS—Kathy Outland (left) and Candy Jackson won the championship of the
doubles in tite.Regionsf Teeth Tournament held this past weekend at Murray State*

DOUBLES WINNERS—The Murray High doubles teem of Brad Boone (left)saml Raymond
Sims
won the Regional title Saturday. Along with the pair is Tiger tennis coach Men-ill Brick.

N-0-T-I-C-E

Keel's Purchase Tire
Has Moved

5 Points-808 Coldwater

Keel's Purchase Tire

If you own your own home,
you can Own your own doctor.
na‘c (0.cil,.4,c,1 !tic c.iou!,
ric\T
built up in yi iur ha inn:. A (1.1 I l4)rni( Iwner Loan based( m that equity 1: n hd p
pay for college. medical whool. a big wedding. a new car. You can At. qi.1 to think
plan ahead And then plan on seeme us
big

CjT Everyday loans for
everyday

FINANCIAL
'vcRV10ES

Southside Slopping Qr. Tel 753-6702
-L)

411
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Compromise Quality And Yield
Per Acre When Cutting Alfalfa
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Research 'Order'Slated

USDA Revises Flue-Cured
Tobacco Grading Standards

RALEIGH,N.C. -,The U.S.
Department of Agriculture
The U.S. Department of nominations submitted by (USDA) has revised flueAgriculture (,USDA) today producer organizations. Each cured tobacco- grade stanannounced June 6 as the State or geographic area dards to more accurately
beginning of a two-week would be represented in describe tobacco as it appears
registration period for the proportion to its cattle on warehouse floors.
beef research and information production.
Four new grades - C4GIC,
The beef board could initiate
order referendum and issued
X3S, C4S, and NIBO - have
a broad spectrum of projects
rules for the referendum.
been added to reflect the
Anyone who was a cattle to improve beef production, range of tobacco quality
producer during 1976 can distribution, and marketing. currently marketed. The
register to vote, either in Such a program could include revised standards -also
person or by mail, at local consumer education and in- rephrase certain rules and
Agricultural Stabilization and formation, and research.
During the first three years clarify terminology related-to-Conservation Service (ASCS)
grade determination.
offices between June 6 and of operation, the board could • In a proposal to revise the
collect
assessments
of
up
to
June 17. A list of those who
standards, USDA recomfegister will be posted daily at three-tenths of one per cent of mended
dropping
the
ASCS offices and a final listing the value of all cattle sold. definition of the-term "dirty"
After
that,
-the
rate'
of
will be posted five days after
-to describe tobacco containing
registration closes. Those assessment could be changed dirt or sand. This suggestion
but
could
not
exceed
fiveregistered can vote between
was based on the fact that
July 5 and July 15 at their tenths of one Per cent - the "clean" tobacco is also
ASCS office. For approval of maximum amount permitted defined. However
,
.
after,
the 'beef-tregeafth- add in- -under-the beef -resear-ell-and- FeifieVr—
received
ng
comments
formation order, at least 50 information act. Producers on the proposal, USDA' will
oer cent of those registered not wishing to participate in retain both definitions and has
two-thirds of the program could have their added new special factors of
The 1977 Tom Wallace Farm must vote, and
assessment refunded.
them
must
favor
it.
Forestry Awards competition,
The rules for conducting the "dirt" and "sand."
that
producers
The
order
Tobacco to which a special
sponsored by The Courierupcoming referendum are scheduled .to factor is applied meets
Journal and The Louisville will consider in the
be
May
17
published
in
the
a
general specifications but has
Times, is now underway referendum would authorize
and information Federal 'Register. Copies will a peculiar characteristic,such
throughout Kentucky and 31 research
be
avallabla4rom-rograrn
program administered by a
as dirt -or wetness,
So_nthern bidiana counties.
13eef board of up to AS _Operations Division,_ .ASC.S,- modifies the grade. Where
KentucIty and Southern
Departmentproducers. Board members
applicable, the new special
Indiana • farmers
and
would be appointed by the Agriculture, P.O. Box 2415, factors will be placed after the
woodlands owners nominated
Secretary of Agriculture for Washington, D.C. 20013.
grade mark -of the Primings
by their district or service
group as well aft Nondescript'
foresters are eligible to
grades coming from the
compete for the 81,000 in cash
Primhigs group. Officials of
prizes that will be awarded for
USDA's Agricultural
outstanding management of
Marketing Service (AMS)
woodlands.
said the new special factors
Three top winners will be
give a More precise-definition
named in the competition and
of foreign matter in low-stalk
awarded cash prizes of $500,
leaves and serve as a
8350 and $150. The winhers,
In many cases, cows are not deterrent ttrridcla eting unHeat detection-usually is the
their families and foresters
cycling. One reason for this is desirable,tobacco.
will each receive an all., difference between success
that the cow is already with
and
failure
of
using
artificial.
In the propoSal, USDA
expense-paid trip to Louisville
calf, says Parker. A small recommended changes which
for the annual Awards Lun- insemination (Al) in beef Nix
percentage of heifer calves would place more stringent
cheon in March, 1978 where herds, says Ron Parker, tiK
get pregnant while still nur- restrictions on the amount of
eTtsmsion
beef
specialist.
- the -prat's-will be awarded.
He recommends tbat cow sing the cow, and cows that foreign matter permitted in
In addition to the top three
calve out of the normal certain grades of flue-cured
prizes,special recognition will herd operators spend 45
calving season are often tobacco, eliminate waste
more
each
morminutes
or
be accorded to each nominee,
ning and evening observing pregnant at the start of the tolerances in some grades and
and forestry district winners
spring breeding season.
modify these tolerances for
all each receive a per.- the herd. Cows are most acYearling heifers may not be other grades. These prbfosed
tive during the night,
sonalized plaque,
old enough or large enough to changes were considered
Woodland owners in all especially -during extremely
Conic in heat. There is a wide unnecessary
by
many
Kentucky.couhties are eligible hot weather. Therefore, cows
range in the age at which segments of the tobacco inshould
be
checked
for
heat
for nomination by Kentucky
heifer calves reach puberty, dustry and after review of the
Division of Forestry district around sunrise and sunset.
In addition, there are two says Parker.
comments received, USDA
foresters.
Adequate nutrition during
Woodland owners who wish other aids in heat detection. the replacement heifer's first
to have themselves considered One is • use of surgicallywinter is important to insure
altered
bulls
or
hormonefor nomination kir the awards
that a large percentage will be
treated
cows
or
steers
fitted
should contact their district or
service forester, county with a chin marking harness. cycling by the start.of the
breeding season. Feeding
agricultural or forestry ex- The other is a heat detector
More energy prior to calving
tension 'agent, or district soil petal glued to the cow's rump
just in front of the tail head. and after calving can benefit
and water conservationist.
A Consumer Tip
cows that have been wintered
The r deadline
from Extension Specialists at
for The patch will change color
on restricted energy levels.
the UK College of Agriculture
nominations in the 1977 Tom when activated by pressure
Insufficient time since
Wallace Farm Forestry from a riding cow or bull.
Fresh, frozen or canned
For good results in heat calving is another reason why
Awards competition is August
vegetables provide a yearsome
cows
are
not
cycling
at
detection
and
in
using
Al,
cow
15, 1977. supply of vitamins C
Further information con- herd operators should un- the beginning of the breeding rdund
season.
Parker
says
that
on
They also provide
A.
and
"deritand
why
cowsma0not
be
cerning the contest may be
the average a cow needs a several valuable minerals,
Abtained by writing to the detected in heat, says Parker.
Public Affairs Demrtment, Many of the reasons are the minimum of 40 days following particularly calcium andiron.
and in To save the most food value
The Courier-Journal and The same as those that explain calving to come in heat,
Louisville Times, Louisville, why cows do not rebreed early cases of poor nutrition or and flavor, trim, store and
in a natural breeding disease estrous may be cook vegetables with care.
Kentucky 40202.
delayed- considerably longer.
program.

Keulucky farmers can get develop a good root system
The -most livestock feeding and a good crown which are
valtic from their alfalfa crop if peeded to assure to productive
ttio compromise betw.ren stand for next year. says
qua!ht crid yield per acre.
Ex ans.
If x oo cut often enough to
Seedings established this
gel the highest quality spring may be cut in late June
posdik x on will reduce yields or early July. depending on
,fainage the stand." says time of seeding and spring
.1 Kenneth Evans, UK ex- growing conditions. The
en.sion forai.e specialist. He plants normally need at least
• ecommends managing the 75 -or 80 days between
.ilfalfa crop to get highest emergence and the first
.lualitx that's consistent with cutting, says Evans. For
easonable yields and stand example, alfalfa that was
he.
seeded by Arpil 15 may be cut
Aih' of the alfalfa stand about July 4. A second cutting
should determine the cutting may be made 45 to 55 days
schedule.
after the first cutting. Evans
• Stands established for one cautions not to.curagain until
year or longer may be cut four after a hard freeze this fall.
times during the growing
Regardless of when the
season and cut again after alfalfa was seeded, all crop
cold weather forces the plants management decisiobi -should
into-dormancy, saya Evans. -7
.be1gsed on what is test for
Make the first cut at the early the alfalfa. Any grass or other
bud stage and follow with the forage species in the stand will
succeeding three cuts at about take care of themselves, says
five-week intervals. The fifth Evans. For example, he
.cut, or freeze-down harvest, recommends cutting as close
usually can be made about_ to
as the mower
November 1.
will permit. This will damage
Farmers in southern and weeds and grasses[mien mom
%este'ir KelitaLlty may get an, than the alfalfa and improve
extra cutting In geed years. the stmt.:.
,
-7 But those-in- eidieme earatern
For Thigh qiiaIibt-feed;
and northern Kentucky may harvest before alfalfa plants
get only three cuttings during reach. an advanced stage of
the growing season because of maturity. Alfalfa. will lose
harvest problems in early about one half per. cent
spring.
-digestible- dry matter every
Alfalfa seeded late last - day it remains in the fieldpast
summer dr fall may be cue the' bud stage. Evans
three . times during the recommends taking the first
growing season - about June cutting at early bud stage but
1, July 15 and September 1. A allowing a little bloom on the
fourth haniaat-maY- he- made • plants before subsequent
after freeze-down. This cuttings. This permits_ root
schedule allows the plants to reserves to be replenished and

WHAT TO BUY FOR GRADUATION??
....WE HAVE THE ANSWER!!

Registration For Beef

maintains a healthy, vigorous
stand of alfalfa. 'Also critical is the time
interval between the last
cutting of the growing season
and the first hard freeze in the
fall. Evans says about 45 days
are needed for plants to regain
their vigor and build a reserve
of carbohydrates in the roots
which is necessary for good
winter survival.
The best crop management
system won't keep stands of
alfalfa going unless soil fertility and' insect control are
adequate, reminds Evans.

Farm Forestry
Contest Is
Now Underway

Heat Detection Key To
Artificial Insemination

Now's the time to buy thatInternational Combine
you'llbe needing this Fall Justremember

FREE INTEREST•FREE INSURANCE TIL SEPT 1st.
We've got'em!Come take a look!
•
WaiLeciefr.01,41,.

j...1 •

•

decided to retail the standards meantime, USDA will assist
of
departments
relating to injury and waste state
bureaus.
farm
agriculture,
flue1977
the
for
tolerances
cured season. The one ex, and extension services in,
ception is a reduction of the providing education programs
waste tolerance from 60 to 50 throughout the flue-cured
per cent in the Nondescript tobacco region to explain the
group - which Met with advantages of marketing
strong support from the in- clean and ripe tobacco.
The revised standards wig
dustry.
AMS officials said the appear in the April 25 Federal
waste, injury and uniformity Register. Copies are available
factors will be reconsideret _ from Tobacco Division, AMS,
and analyzed after the 1977 Boom 502-Annex Bldg.,USDA;
flue-cured season. In the Washington, D.C. 20250.

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of

CORN•SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of

Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
-.Okla teletype continually reports Chicago Board'
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.

Soybean Producers!
We have
Inoculation
fr.-Moly Mix and Soy-A-live
Treflan
Dyanap
Lasso
frk#Basagran
Soybean Storage
Teletype Service
fr-Paraquat
fr-Sencor

MURRAY
WAREHOUSING CORP.
Old Concord Road-Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-8220 or 753-8225

EQUIPMENT CO.INC.
Hwy. 94E Phone 153-1215

for
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Adequate Housing For Dairy
Calves Important Step On Farm

Cattlemen
Urged To Vote
In Referendum

Beef Cow Profit
Hinges On Breeding

How .cows and bulls are content may not supply
Providing adequate housing dadequate or improperly designed properly, says Hess.
managed this spring during enough energy. If in doubt,
some high-energy.
for dairy calves as an im- designed housing, says
"Cold" type calf housing
Kentucky cattlemen have the breeding season largely give.cows
portant step toward a Gordon Hess, UK extension works well. Rows of calf stalls' an _important stake in the will determine what a, heel feed on the side until cows are
dependable
supply
of dairy specialist,
can be placed in one side of a upcoming national beef calf producer's profit-loss with calf.
The energy requirements of
replacement heifers — one of
Calves need individual pens livestock barn or in a tobacco referendum on establishing a statement will show after the
a beef cow increases 70 to 100
the keys to profit in the that are clean, dry, draft-free barn _if either is available: --prodacer-financed fund to pay calves are sold next year.
operation of a dairy farm.
and 'well-ventilated. For Hess recommends about 20 for beef research, promotion
Getting calves weaned from pet cent at claving time to
a high percentage of the cows produce milk and gain weight.
Much of the calf death loss, tunately for Kentucky dairy square feet per stall, enclosing and consumer information
and heifers exposed to the bull Cows gaining weight after
all
which takes a heavy toll of 10 farmers,
these• three sides and the top to programs.
is the name of the game in a calving come in heat sooner
be
met
heifer
with
can
requirements
of
all
per
cent
to 20
prevent drafts on the calves.
Curtis Ahsher, UK extension
cow -calf enterprise, says Ron and have higher conception
calves, is caused by in- low-cost call sheds if they are In a large barn with only a
Parker, UK extension beef rates. For the same reasons,
"
small part used for calf pens beef cattle specialist, urges
there usually is adequate. cattlemen to get information
specialist. The two main cows alsb should be fed to gain
ventilation without fans or On the tattiei a'to vote, objectives during the breeding weight for a period of 30 to 60
regardless el whether they are
season are: 1J a high con- days prior to calving.
windows.
Bedding can be allowed to for or against the plan. ception rate to reduce the
costs of carrying repeat- -How bulls 'are managed
aceimulate until the calf is Registering will take place
the
June
6-17
and
5-15
voting
July
breeders and non-breeders in prior to and during
weaned and removed from the
the herd and t21 a short breeding season is as impen. Pens should be cleaned — both at local ASCS offices.
portant as cow management,
calving period.
and disinfected before another
If the plan is approved by
A short, planned calving says Parker. Get bulls in good
group of calves is brought in. two-thirds of the cattlemen
often
season gives the producer a condition because they
Hess says any absorbent voting, producers will be
during
pounds
.200
150
to
lose
better opportunity to control
material such as straw, assessed three-tenths of one
don't
nutrition levels to.rneet the the breeding season. But
shavings or-. tobacco stems percent of the sales value of
too
fat
_get
bulls
mature
let
limb of his Lk/11,J. .0Ver:
makes good bedding. • - •
all cattle sold. At cüfrèni
their
feeding and under-feeding are because this can depress
In new construction, Hess prices,this would amount 1o45
costly, says Parker. A short sex drive.
suggests enclosing three sides cents to 60 cents per head,
calving period simplifies the
of the building, leaving ?pen says Absher. This assessment
Parker recommends having
herd health and management a veterinarian check bulls for
the side facing south. Include would be in addition to the 10
program. Over advantages physical defects before the
a 10-foot runway for each calf cents per head already being
include more accurate per- breeding season starts. He
to allow free access to inside contributed by Kentucky
or outside of the pen. Provide cattlemen participating in the - _formance testing and a more says-the cost is a small price
uniform crop of calves at sale to pair for added assurance of
room at the front-of the stall state beet.cheels_ff program
time..
for feeding and watering from established by law last year.
getting a good conception
Following the iliiiusually rate, mgre early calves'and a
intside the building.
- —
_
long, sevei-i- -iinter in Ken- high per cent calf crop. Follow
Call hutches also work well,
Estimates are that Kentucky:, Parker cautions cat- thzpugh by spending a few
says Hess. These consist of a tucky cattle producers would
tlemen to give careful con-. -minutes each day to observe
relatively small, tightly en- contribute 8550,000.a year _to
sideration to past energy bulls daring the breeding
closed individual pen with a the national beef research and
intake and present condition season. If a bull fails to work
small nuistay.,..Dne advantage promotion fund, it approved
of their cows this spring. Lush or becomes unsound, remove
is that hutches cab be moved by the referendum. An
pasture with a high water him from the breeding _herd.
between each group of•calves estimated 830 to $40 million
to prevent a disease build up. would be collected nationally.
Another version of "cold"
Up-to 10 per cent of what is
type calf housing is a simple
shed with floor-bedded pens. collected for the national fund
For ventilation, two fans can be returned to the state
Charlie started paying less for his
should be installed at one end but state projects must be
financing when he switched to PCA.
of the shed — one fan running approved by a national board
continuously
and
Stop by ... let us see if we can save
one of 68 producers which will
administer the program.
operating
by
a
thermostat.
Hopes of Kentucky soybean
you money, too.
The theory is that up to seed
Fresh air inlets are located at Potentially, 855,000 a year growers to get large increases
filling
soybean roots and
could
be
returned
to
Kenthe other end of the shed.
yield by spraying a special activity- of nitrogen-fixing
tucky, says Absher. This in
Warm,
environmentally
You talk, we'll listen.
fertilizer solution on the
controlled calf housing is would be somewhat less than leaves .of soybean plants at bacteria in root nodules are
eapable of supplying the
will
be
collected
by
the
state
popular with some dairy
were necessaly nutrients to meet
' time
Jackson Purchase PCA
pod-filling
beef
check-off
this
year.
farmers,
305 N.4th
although
it
is
con753-5602
squelched b results of ex- plant demands. However, as
siderably more expensive,
Keys F. Keel
Richard Price
Although the proposed periments conducted in the seed filling begins there is
points out Hess. Adequate national
Field Office Mgr.
Field Representative
program is volun- state last summer and fall.
such a drain on the nutrient
insulation and supplemental tary,
Anita McCallon - Secretary
Such foliar fertilization had manufacturing process of
assessments would be
heat are necessary to keep made
automatically at the no significant effect on photosy nthesis in the leaves
temperature and humidity at point of sale. To get
their soybean yields in comparisons that there is not enough plant
acceptable levels. To hold money back, cattlemen
would - made at four locations by food to keep the root system
down
total
space have to file a request with the University of Kentucky
i2rownw
requirements, elevated in- ,national
board, including a -researchers. Small increases
dividual calf stalls are usually copy of the bill of sale
When this happens root
as proof were obtained in some test
used in this type housing.
plots but in others treated growth stips and nodule acof the deduction.
Dairy farmers may get
soybeans yielded slightly less tivity 11c4 lines. This results in
more detailed information on
To vote in the referendum, than those left untreated. Hutt nuts
beim redistributed'
recommended call housing, producers must register at the according to K. L. Wells, UK
from !u'IVI'S to. seeds and a
and in some cases Con- local ASCS office, certifying extension agronomist.
eduction PI the r3to Lii
struction plans, from county that they have owned cattle
TheoreHopes to break the yield photosyntheses.
extension agents.
during the past 12 months.
barrier in soybean production tically, foliar fertilization
grew from research r6ported when seed__Lagds start to fill
by Iowa State University. would siipply More nutrients
during the winter of 1975-76. and increase soybean yields.
Results of these first tests
By Nevyle Shackelford
indicated yield increases of In
The Tennessee Valley
to 20 bushels per acre from Authority's National Ferthree to four applications of tilizer Development Center
foliar fertilizer. beginning just formidated enough of the
as seed pods start to fill.,
The special foliar fertilizer
ardening lips from Extension Specialists at the
foliar applications were in -material for wide-spread field
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
addition to the recommended evaluation during the 1976
Any Saturday in May, ac- Virginia and now is all but Soil fertilization program.
soybean vrowing season.
cording to an old planting universally grown.
rule, is a good time to plant
The month of May is also
melons, both watermelons the time to set out eggplant.
and muskmelons. Dig Up This is another ancient vegesome loose hills, mix the soil table of good eating and more
well with three or four hand- or less romantic interest.
fuls of garden fertilizer, and Spaniards of the 16th century
plant the seed. Growing con- called it "Apple- of Love,
clitions being favorable, along • while
botanists of Northern
about August you should be Europe
of. the same period
able to enjoy some of the
called it "Mad Apple." These
most delicious fruits of the" botanists
were certain that a
garden.
mess‘f eggplant would bring
Most are particularly fond on insanity.
'Your Direct Hot-Line to Farm Machinery At It's Best.
The Spaniards
of muskmelon and it has a lot were equally sure of
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.
it as an
to commend it. An ancient adjunct to lovemaking.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
gardat crop, not only good to
Like spinach, not every,
eat, but also, if we are .to- bodyhas a liking
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
for
believe the admonitions of plant, but like celery it is easy.
WE ARE THE COMPETITION'!
ancient physicians, good for to learn to like. Sliced
thin,
what ails. Known to the dipped in batter, arid fried to
Greeks in the 3rd century BC, a crisp in butter, it tastes
and to the ROMMIS in the 1st sbmething like a cross
century after Christ. it between an oyster and a hard
elicited paens of praise from fried
egg. Some have
physicians and philosophers described fried eggplant as
alike. Pliny described it as tasting
like white flour flap"something new and good in
jacks.
Compania." Later the Greek
A.couplekl..eggplants well
physician Galen accredited it
tended and kept free of flea
with superb medicinal qualibeetles that dearly love the
ties and advised all his
foliage will provide an average
A1111110RIZSD DIALIR
..patients to eat it with salt and
family with all the fruit they
pepper.
wish to eat.
The muskmelon is thought
Accueins to UK Vegeto,.be of Persian origin and
table Specialist C.R. Robert,
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 SEDALIA RD MAYFIELD
was brought to the Americas
the month. of May is also
PHONE 247 6020 AFTER 5 PM PHONE 753 7452
by Columbus. It was being good
month in which to plant
OPEN FROM 730 AM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
grown by the kidians when beans,
corn, okra, squash and T503 Walnut
(502) 753-3062
the first colonies arrived in cucumbers.

"Charlie's always known
that PCA understands
agriculture. What he didn't
know was that we
could save him money."

Foliar Fertilization
Fails To Increase Yield

If You're Planning To
Buy or Trade Your

There's a

Farm owners
Shield for you too

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

What you see
t you get.
is

New Finance
Plan
15% Downpayment
1A-r Balance in 5 Years
*1% Interest
There is always somebody from somewhere who
has a "bargain" mice on grain bins. And - you are
asked to buy without- seeing what kind of bins you are
getting.
Before you buy any kind of a grain bin, let us show
sou a Grain Bin by Butler.5
You'll see how- Butler engineering has designed
safe, dependable protection f-OF your- guativ.- -Gonspore
feature for feature, and you'll see why there are more
Grain Bins by Butler on Arnierican farms than any
other brand.
Let us show you a Grain Bin
by Butler. What you see is what
YOU get. And what you get is the AGIRI-OUILOER
best in grain bins at a price you
can afford.

Bins in Stock
For Immediate
Delivery

COMBINE

This Year....
- Contact Tommy's
Now!
Schedule Your
Delivery As Early
As Possible.

SHORT ROWS

Hillman Coles
Construction Co.
Route 4, Murray

Phone 502-753-3897
502-489-2488
502-753-5448

This Fall, The Demand
Will Be Nigh and The
Supply Short.

Why Tommy's Equipment?
Ask The Folks Who
Have Dealt With Us!

TOMMY'S

EQUIPMENT CO.

FARM MACHINER
-les

PSTEIGER

Einv

-wwV9.',7*.WPIPPOPUNWPIS6=7===411P•M11644.10cUDIRNiallir10.0,,ot..41111.M.S00111.7F4F....;',..,i,-,.

McKee!Equipment
Co.i Inc.

Murray, K.

•
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Lanagan No Stranger
To Heroic Attempts

Deaths and Funerals
Services Are Today
At Local Chapel
For Don Grogan

Hortie W. Hutson
Dies At Hospital;
Rites Held Sunday

tuneral bit Don Grogan
of 1627 Loch Lomond Drive,
Hortie W. Hutson, brother of
Murray, will be tied today at
Mrs. Jewel Bailey of Murray.
at
the
the
chapel
of
p.m.
Friday at 7:15 a.m. at the
uneral died
Blalock-Colema
West Side Hospital, Nashville.
_flame wjih Biak Kt:mu:1h 1"n.. where he had iirideT6r ne
Hoover and B:o. Henry Hai gis
surgery about a week ago. He
officiating. The song service
.is 73 years of age
Jr.
Ilob.
rtson,
beby Gus
The deceased served as
- Arnie pallbea.re-s will be
f Henry County, Tn.,
sheriff
Buddy
Bob -P111.ilLtiiii,
1958 until 1962 and was a
from
ticarbroio..1•. Walter Jones.
deputy sheriff at his death. He
.1r.. -lint 1tr an, Tommy
wi9 a policeman for many
Polly,
Chrisp, and W. I..
years and also worked for a
Honorary pallbearers will be
number of years at Calvert
Inninlye D. Taylor. Bob City Construction Co. He was
Rana. Bei, Nix, James Lee
a member of the Fraternal
Harmon; Donnie !McCord, Hal ii
dt r'of Police. Paris Lodge
Waltur Byars, Gary
1118 Free and Accepted
Taylor, Jerry Miller. and
Masons,and of the Maplewood
Francis Wilkerson. Burial will
Church.
Baptist
follow in the Green Plain
3, 1903, in
December
Born
Cemetery.
Filen& may call at the Henry County, Tn., he was the
son of the late David and Ina
funernl home.
of
Hutson
NI' Grogan. age 50, died ('hristi-lastSatin nay " at Southgate. He* Buchanan, Tn. He was
IA ;is a member of the married January 3, 1925, to
University Church of Christ, the former Hontas Simmonl
was a World War Il veteran, who survives.
and had been employed as
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
parts manager at Taylor Hutson, Paris, . Tn.; two
Motors 'since May 1956. Born sisters, Miss Iva Lee Hutson;
Jun 9, 1926, in Calloway Paris, Tn., and Mrs. Jewel
County, he was the son of Bailey, Murray; three
Dewey and Lucille Scar- brothers, Barney Hutson,
brough Grogan.
Buchanan,In., and Solon and
Survivors are his, parents, Grady Hutson, Paris, Tn. He
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Grogan, was preceded in death by one
Murray Route Four; one son, Wilburn D. .Hutson, and
daughter, Miss Renee Grogan, one brother, Hassell Hutson,
and one son, Greg Grogan, Murray.
1627 Loch Lomond Drive,
Funeral services were held
Murray; four.brothers, James
at 2:30 p. M. at the
Sunday
Hugh, Jacksonville, Fla.,
of Rideeway
LeDon.....Chapel
Harold, 2308 Coldwater Road,
Paris, Tn. Burial
. Bobby: Grogan, 805. Doran- Morticians,
the New Providence
_Road, and Jerry Grogan, 1513 was -in Cemetery in Calloway County:
Chaucer Drive, Murray. •

Funeral Services
Held At Chapel
For Mr. Denham
Funeral services for
Dolphus Denham Were held
this morning at ten o'clock at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating and Mrs. Olivene
Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers were Gilbert
Galloway, Elvis Colson, Clint
Farmer, Steve Brodsky, Ed
Mathis, and Ronnie Hargis.
Burial was in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Denham, age 50. died
Saturday at 4:45 a. m. at the
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tn. He was a member of
the Hazel Baptist Church, a
World War II Navy veteran,
and was employed at Airco,
Calvert City. Born October 16,
1926, in Calloway County, he
was the son of- the late John
and 011is Cole Denham.
Survivors include his wife,
Betty'. to whom he was
married on December 31,
1947: two sons, Kenneth of
Murray and Michael of
Newport News, Va.; two
daughters, • Mrs. Rebecca
Hatcher, Murray, and Mrs.
Suzanne Maddox, Harrisburg,
Ill.; three brothers, Dr. FL C.
Denham, Murray, Billy Joe
Denham. Springfield, Ill., and
tiashville,
Oscar Denham_'
Tn.; five grandchildren.

'Mrs. Burlin Woods
Dies Saturday With
Rites Held Today
Mrs. Fitirlin 'Ruby I Woods
of Murray Route Five died
Saturday at 5:05 a. in at the
lloway
Hospital. Sta. was 51 years If
:WV

The CallowaY woman was
member if the Cherry ('or ør
Baptist Church. Born Jr.)"
,..1925. in Tintiessio.„. '.ne was
a Flora
the daughter
Eldrule,e Cir.iiire,na,:i and the
late Dennis Canneigham.
Mrs. Wo«Ls is survived by
her husbaad. :lurlin Woods.
her inot,-ei, Mrs. Flora
Conninglai'a, Ione sister, Mrs.
, Russell I Jar). Parker. and
two brot:iers, Edwin and Odell
Cunrmtdiam, all of Murray
Route Five.
Funcral services were held
this morning at ten o'clock at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill. Funeral Home with the
Rev. Norman Culpepper and
the lir v. Bill Pryor officiating.
PAIlbearers were Mike and
. Jackie Cunningham, Roman,
Ronnie. and Melvin Whitlow,
• and Butch Hutson. Burial was
in the Elm Grove Cemetery.

Rites Incomplete

SOUTHGATE, Ky.(AP) — out with the Cincinnati,
Jim Lanagan scampered Bengals of the National
across the-roof of the Beverly Football League. His 40-yard
Hills Supper Club litte dash was slow —53 seconds.
Saturday while the fire burned He was cut.
below.
Lanagan's biggest moments
The next afternoon he was in came in 1973 and 1963. In the
the 12-foot high smoldering latest episode, Lanagan was
rubble, directing a crane working as a girder 18 floors
(*Orator help recover charred up at the Indiana Bell Building
Indianapolis. . A
bodies found under every in
sizeable scrap of debris. More multimillion dollar fire was
than 200 persons had died.
about to break. When flames
Lanagan, a 30-year-old were seen in the Merchants
ironworker from Cincinnati, National Bank, Lanagan
heard about the fire on his crossed from the girder to the
radio. He's no stranger to building, ran through a burrisking his life in big fires so ning apartment looking for
he headed for the nightspot.
victims.
He advised fire officials
Then he went to the window,
about the club's structure. He found two 100-foot coils of rope
predicted the huge roof and shinnied up a drainpipe to
would the building's roof. Amazed
superstructure
collapse. Three minutes later firemen attached their hoses
it did.
to the ropes when he lowered
Lanagan grew up in a poor -it. He pulled up the hose and
family, dropped out of. high stood there on the roof
school to enter the Army. He watering places officials
spent three hitches in Vietnam hadn't reached.
with the elite Army Airborne
Ten years before, when
Rangers until he lost half his Lanagan was 17, an explosion
foot.
ripped through a coliseum.
Forget the handicap at 6- The youngster saved three
foot-5 and carrying 270 people and made the national
pounds. He taught himself news. "I just can't seem to
football. He became All-Army keep away from these things,"
in 1968. The next year he tried Lanagan said.

For Mrs. Stallons
The funeral services (or
Mrs. Ann I.ightStallons of 1503
Cardinal Drive, Murray,
remain incomplete, but the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Murray. will have charge of
the funeral. and burial
arrangements.
Mrs. Stallons, age 44, died
Saturday at Southgate. She
was a inember of the First
Baptist Church, Murray.
. Survivors" include two
daughters, Mrs. Marsha
Horton, Murray, and Mrs.
Rayetta Warnack, Owensboro, and one sister, Mrs.
Sonny Betty) I.itchfield,
Cadie.

Mrs. Cox's Father,
Robert E. Thomas,
Dies At Hospital

•
CAPITAL EXPO PUPPET MASTER—Richard Valentine of Murray will bring his delightful cast of characters to the Folklife Festival in Frankfort, June 4-5. Valentine will be
sponsored by McDonald's,and will present four free outdoor performances both days of the festival.

Children's Impromptu Theatre
To Go To Capital EXPO This Week

Robert Ellis Thomas, father
of Mrs. Robert Cox of Murray,
died Sunday at 6:45 a.m. at the
Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
He was 70 years of age and his
death followed an illness of.
three weeks.
The Trigg County man was
a retired pipe fitter. Born
December 2, 1906, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the
late James Milton (Bud)
Thomas and Augusta Shelton
.Thomas. He was preceded in
death by one sister, Mrs. Janie
Jones, And two brothers,
Albert and-John Thomas.
Survivors- include four
daughters, Mrs. Robert
cox, Murray, Mrs.
Andrew J. iMary Sue) Kaler,
Boaz, Mrs. Jeanette Bush and
Mrs': Brenda Lou Burkhart,
Cadiz Route Three; one son,
Jeffrey Thomas, Trigg
County; one sister, Mrs,
Bessie Cockrell, Florida;
fourteen grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at two p.m. at
the chapel of 'the -Goodwin
- Funeral Home,Cadiz, with the
Mrs. Porter (Ruby) Chilcutt Rev. Olen Sisk officiating.
of 606 Sycamore Street, Burial will follow in the
Murray,died Saturday at 7:15 Peyton Thomas Cemetery in
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Trigg County.
County Hospital. She was 62
Friends may call at the
years of age.
funeral home.
The Murray woman was a
member of the Memorial
Baptist Church. She was
married June 9,1933,to Porter
Chilcutt, who survives.

Mrs. Chilcutt Dies
Saturday; Funeral

Today At Chapel

Richard
Valentine of showcases the talents and concert at EXPO is set for
Murray,- will take his im- achievements of Kentuckians June 3 with the Jerry Reed
Show, in-a program featuring
promptu children's theater to from all walks of society.
the Nashville Sound. Saturevents
planned
Among
the
Capital EXPO, June 4-5,
courtesy of McDonald's. are a giant hot-air balloon day,June 4, a concert starring
Valentine's puppets have- race, special exhibits such as Fats Domino and Band, The
appeal to peoPle of all ages. a demonstration of making Sherrills, The Coasters,
whether it is Lester the Skunk old-time lye soap by the Myron and the Deltrons, and
County Freddy(Boom-Boom) Cannon
or Rat the Sorcerer, as they Franklin
represent the classic struggle Homemakers, and an exhibit is scheduled in a tribute to the
of good against evil, scaled on crime prevention. Around 1950's. Sunday, June 4, The
down for children, but enjoyeler Fountain Place, artists and Ink Spots,Four Lads and Four
craftsmen will exhibit their Aces will bring their unique
by everyone.
creations, while • such singing style to Frankfort.
latest
Valentine, who is a young
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A building, Davidson said he,
Tickets are now on sale at
man, has racked up an im- on-the-spot technical skills
and shaken John helped-hold doors open to let
tired
as --Iht Box Office, Sports Center,
bet • displayed
pressive
for will
record
returned to Los others escape. ,
Davidson
achievements in the en- blacksmithin.g, can- (Dor -Seam _Roebuck and Com- Angeles Sunday, only hours
"The people were jamming
tertainment field, • both • on dlemaking, leathercrafting, pany, Eastwood •Shopping- after five members of a back- the doom and there was such
all..
In
Lexington,
Center.
and
wOod
working,
basketry,
stAge or behind a camera. He
ind his music a panic. I estimate there was
locations at Dawahare's. Alp bandhas served as stage manager. much more.
in one of 1,100 people in the one room I
died
director
All outdoor entertainment Prices are $4, $5, and $6. Plan
actor, producer, director.
history's worst fires.
was in, just jammed in...
at
weekend
spent
your
to
writer,and puppeteer. In 1969. and .exhibits are free. The
singer was - "The fire spread so fast,
36-year-old
The
he performed Shakespeare at nightly concerts at the Sports Capital gXPO, and find out- headlining a show at the there was no smoke when I
why this folklife festival has
the Center begin at 8 p. m.,• and
Shakertown, while
Beverly Hills first went down from my
all sprawling
following year he did the are paid events. The kick-off become the favorite of
Supper Club in Southgate,Ky., dressing room, and so I went
Kentuckians.
popular television show
when the fire broke out in the out thinking I'll come back for
PUNCH AND JUDY, and one
basement.
my stuff because we didn't see
year later was producer of the
Davidson said he was in his any fire at all.
June Hollings Show in
dressing room shaving for his "Then- the black smokeLexington at WKYT-TV, a
his came very quickly in this big
when
performance
position he held until last year
drummer rushed in and told building full of banquet halls,
when he decided tO devote
him the building was on fire.
and I just knew there are more
following appointments
full time to his. children', Appointments for the
"We didn't think it was that people in there'
Kirksey
Fred
S.'
French,
theater at Murray Stat,• Memphis Conference of the
serious,". Davidson told a
Extended Ministry; Charles
United Methodist Church to be
reporter for radio station
Yancy, Camden First
The puppet performances read by Bishop Earl G. Hunt,
Fast film Service
KNX."It's like any tragedy —
David
Reed,
Lebanon
Church:
are scheduled for four per- Jr., resident bishop, oraune 1
you think that it is not going to
At Big Discount
to replace Hoyt W. Owen who
formances each day at Capital have been released for today.
be that bad.So we very slowly
E.
Farless,
Robert
retiring;
is
Plaza during the popuiar May 28:
filed out and then the filing got
associate pastoLat Murray
The list includes the
which
folklife
festival
faster and faster.
First. Gary W. Mohler, to
"Just seconds after we got
attend seminary: James
out, the door we came through
Glass. Coldwater Circuit;
was engulfed with smoke and
FILM, FLASH CUBES,
Donald W., Park, Puryearflames," Davidson said.
CAMERAS, FUMES
Buchanan; V. Dale Mathis,
Davidson Said the part of the
Artcraft Studios
associate, South Pleasant club in which he was to appear
753-0035
Grove; .David
Waller, was crowded beyond capacity.
Fri* Parting At Moor Our
associate. Dexter-HardinAfter he got out of the
and the Town and Country would adjourn to drinks and a -Olive-Palestine; 'Joe Steven
damaged
Restaurant were all
show in another part of the Cavitt. • St. Mark's-Little
Chapel, Paducah.
extensively by fire over the complex.
years.
The conference will open
If they decided they wanted
IT'S OUR FIRST BIRTHDAY_
When it reopened, the club to foianalize their relation- Sunday. May 29, at the First
again campaigned to lure big ship, a man and woman could United Methodist Church at
COME CELEBRATE WITH US_
name talent, which he hoped even get married in the chapel Jackson, in. A conference
would attract cliente from the and then have their reception wide evangelistic rally will be
As our thank you for making our first year so rewarding we
Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio at the club.
held at 7:30 p.m. Sunday.
are having a SALE June 1st thru 4th.
areas. The club is located five
Bishop Hunt said apA regular evening out at
There will be discounts on almost EVERYTHING in the store
miles south of Cincinnati in Beverly Hills was something proximately 100 changes will
with some savings up to
the tristate area.
not to be considered a steady be announced . _for the 319
Customers at Beverly .Hills diet for the average pastoral appointments in the
never expected to be treated' wage earner. Many guests eight districts of the Conin an ordinary manner at the reported that they spent an ference excluding special
FREE canvas carry -all with all purchases over 525.
17-acre club situated on a high average of $50 for an evening's appointments. These will
bluff. Lush carpets and dinner and entertainment. include the above named
were The club offered a weekday appointments as per the
murals
massive
Dizie4and
everywhere along with crystal package of $13.95 each.
release from the conference.
Shopping Center
chandeliers and sculpture.
After dining in one of a
Off Chestnut
ACROSS •
number of rooms, customers

Davidson Returns
To Los Angeles Sunday

Methodist Appointments
Announced For The Year

Supper Club Attracted Big
Names Even After 1970 Fire

Mrs. Chilcutt is survived by
her husband. Porter; one
daughter, Mrs. Billy (Shirley)
—
Smith, Murray 'Route Two;va SOUTHGATE, Ky.(AP)
of
was
it
the
Once
"Showplace
one son, Charles Chilcutt,
and lately they
South 11th Street, Murray; the Midwest"
of the
called
the
it
"Showplace
two sisters, Mrs. Christine
from
Melton, Murray, and Mrs. Nation." People came
at
Novella Woodall, Durham. N. around the nation to drink
Hills
Beverly
Supper
the
C.; one brother, Rupert
Club's gold-tufted bar.
Maynard, South 15th Street,'
When it burned down in 1970,
Murray; four grandchildren;
Billy Dale Smith, Bobbie Ann the Beverly Hills was rebuilt.
the big
Smith, Debbie Chilcutt, and It continued to attract
names
in
shos.business,_.
Kelly Chilcutt.
Of course, in the 1940s and
The funeral will be held -1950s, the club had the added
today at one p.m. at the chapel attraction of gambling. It was
. of the Blalock-Coleman , reported that Frank Sinatra
Funeral Home With the Rev. dropped $30,000 one night at
Jerrell White officiating and the tables.
Gus Robertson, Jr., as soloist.
Other entertainers of that
Pallbearers will be Ralph era who appeared included
Bogard, Howard McNeely, Ted Lewis, Dean Martin and
Joe Morton, Hayden Rick- Jerry Lewis, Sophie Tucker,
man, Gary Evans, and Larry Milton Berle, Pearl Bailey,
Evans. Burial will follOw in Xavier Cugat and Abbie Lane.
Though the gambling may
the Murray City Cemetery.
have been an attraCtive lure to
business, it was also a periodic
the
for
headache
management.
Three months after it
opened in I937, an automobile
carrying four employes to the
Final rites for Mrs. Eunice club from a Newport hotel was
Cooper were held Sunday at forced off the road by six men two p.m. at the Hazel Church carrying submachine Dins.
of Christ where she was -a The bandits robbed the emmember with Bro. Don Riley ployes of $10.000.
In 1950, in a case that
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers were eventually reached the U.S.
Gene -Barrow, Don Grimes, Supreine Court, the owners of
Joe Thompson; Junior Easley, the club were ordered to pay John Morgan,. and Johnny $15,000 to a woman who
Miller. Burial was in the South claimed her husband in visits
Pleasant Grove Cemetery to the club had run through a
two
home,
with the arrangements by the $22,000
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. automobiles, $10,000 worth of
furniture and a Used car
Mrs. Cooper, age 84, died dealership that did $1 million
Saturday at 4:30 a.m. at the businesaa year.
Murray-Calloway County
A new County sheriff
Hospital. Born March 2, 1893, cracked down on gambling at
in Calloway County, she was the nightclub in 1961.
the daughter of the late
The club's- fortuffes sputWilliam A. Harmon and Arrie tered afterwards and in June
Lamb Harmon.
1970 a fire of undetermined
The suivivOrs include one origin
$700,000
caused
son, Hugh Cooper, Hazel; one damage. .
sister, Mrs. Vera Styers, Beverly Hills is not the only
Paducah; two brothers, Dave northern Kentucky nightspot
Harmon, gurray, and Tolbart to be charred by fires in recent
Harmon, Akron; Ohio; one years. The White Horse
grandchild.
Tavern, the Lookout .tiouse

Final Rites Held

For Mrs. Cooper

50%

The
Panhandler

1 Pronoun
4 Conjunction
6 Handle with
skill
11 Goal
13 Buries
15 Conjunction
16 Constellation
18 Playthings
19 Edible seed
21 Country of
Asia
•
22 Article
23 Clothed
26 Bitter vetch
29 Mine vein
By The Associated Press
31 Snare
At least five persons died in 33
Man's
nickname
Metnorial Day -weekend
Paid notice
34
traffic accidents in Kentucky, 35 Scold
state police reported, lifting 38 Nahoor
sheep
the annual state highway 39 Negative
traffic fatality count to%321, 40 Note of
scale
compared with 326 for the 41 Weary
,
43 Evaluate
same period last year.
Goal
The latest victims were Don 45
47 Intractable
persons
Walker, 19, of Hazard,
Rupees
and William B. Reesor, of SO (abbr
Jefferson County, Ky.„ police 52 Mend with
cotton .
said.
53 Vessel
was
killed Saturday. 56 Old Greek
Walker
coin
night when his car collided
58 Commonplace
with another vehicle on 60 Sun god

Five Die In
Accidents In
Kentucky

1Kequeky 627 in Madison
CouAty,pilice said.
Police said Reesor was
killed Saturday when his i:ar
ran off a Jefferson County
road and struck a tree.
Other weekend traffic
victims, police reported. were
Ruth Ann Watts, 28, of
Bowling Green, Ky.; Larry I,
Cain, 36, of Anderson, Ind ;
and James Douglas Mills. 30,
of Louisa, Ky. •

ei

63 Trads
65 Repulse
66 Symbol for
tantalum
67 Antlered
animal
DOWN
-1 Halt
2 Rabbit
3 Teutonic
deity
4 Eagles rnel
5 Mixes
6 Victors
7 Preposition
8 Woman's
name '
9 Sieria

Crossword Puzzler

.a••••••••••12G

Answer to Saturday Puzzle

9 Sierra

10 Arid
12 Proceed
14 Steamship
labbr I
17 Kiln
20 Sum up
24 Lease
25 Man's
nickname
27 Rage
28 Witt, plum
46 Male bee
29 Crippled
48 Confident
30 Norse god
hope
32 Young
49 The
salmon
pineapple
3rsfliver island
37 Changing by 51 Strike
degrees
54 City in
42 Periods of
Russia
time
2- 3 ',',....;::: 4 5 7::::: 6
I

70

56 River in
Siberia
57 Prohibit
59 Note of
scale62 Coftass
point
64 Note of

scale
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THINK ABOUT IT!
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MOM DOWD MOM
mama ma 313
ONOM 3ADM3
RDICICE313013
A33
OMOMM
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MUULAU UNA.
OUU WU mamma
UUW IMMO mum
MOU WOOD WW2
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55 Chore
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Sentimentalist or not, if you ever saw or see the
traditional service at the shrine of the Unknown Soldier
in Arlington National Cemetery on Memorial Day, you
would have or see moist eyes, quivering lips, a
tightening of the throat in reverent silence. •
The story behind the story of the Unknown Soldier is
drama without equal on any stage. It starts first with
New York Congressman Hamilton Fish introducing a
House Joint Resolutidit.to have an unidentiried:killed
in action American Solider returned from France for
reinterment at Arlington. The- drama continues with
Admiral ,Dewwy's famous Flagship "Olympia" commissioned to return the body to America With Marine
Corp escort. In story book manner, the drama relates
the care with which anonymity was made certain...how the selection was made...how an ordinary
American, a Chicago orphan, as a sergeant in France
was chosen and ordered to walk into a room and place
a bouquet of roses on one of four unidentified
caskets...how Sergeant Younker placed the bouquet
and thus made a selection which he later described as
God's choice. ,
The- tomb of the Irniiiiiwn Solider is more than a
symbol of-menurnent. It is an American voice which
gives thanks to the glory of God that we as Americans,
can and do respect the honor and memory of our departed ones,soldiers and civilians alike...

.. 64

.n1/ca e, Inc

4. H. Churchill Funeral Home
5 .70

201 South 3rd
753-2411
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it's a fact of life at
Mtierray Ledger & Times

st,
I
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Our list of readers just keeps growing. In fact, we have many more
readers and reach more households in Calloway County than the
Courier-Journal and the Paducah Sun-Democrat combined.

If You Want To Stay Informed About All The Happenings In Murray
And The Surrounding Area And At The Same Time Want To Save

And in our life as a daily newspaper, we are continuing to add
more paid subscribers each day. Why are more and more people
subscribing to The Murray Ledger & Times?

Money By Shopping With Our Advertisers, You Need To
Be A Subscriber To The Murray Ledger & Times.
Call Today, 753-1916 To Get A Subscription

Because our growth has been continuous.
On The Way To Your Front Door
We have continually branched out to bring our readers more complete coverage of news and sports.
We are the only "local" newspaper serving the Murray-Calloway
County community and we are dedicated to presenting news about
local happenings and local people.
We are constantly adding to our pages features and new items of
interest to our readers.
We ask our readers what they want to read and see in their daily
newspaper and strive to fulfill their requests.

Our Circulation Is Guaranteed

We're always announcing the bargains and savings of local merchants through their advertisements.
In short... we're always looking out for our readers to make sure
they are informed and entertained, and to let them know where the
bargains are in our community.

On A Daily Basis. Do Not Be Misled
By Promises Of Circulation That Cannot

JOIN OUR GROWING FAMILY ...
SUBSCRIBE TODAY
By mail in the Local Area:
One Year
Six months
Three Months
Or Pay the Carrier on City Routes:
One Month

Be Proven. Before You Advertise, Be Sure
Your Message Will Get Into The Reader's Hands.
We Can Show Proof of Circulation Not Claims Of Numbers.

m&lerray

$17.50
$14.00
$12.00
$2.50

ger & Times
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M X 3E''X In
2 Notice

2 Notice

If You
Need Them:
Fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane knell

153-1441
753-1621
153-6952
153-9332
753 5131

1533994
Comprehensive
(are
753-6612
Poison Control
153.1588
Senior Citizens
753-0929
lleedline
153-NEED
Lgarn To Read , 753.2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

. . ...

'. Iv '
0 0
"
-• ,,,...

41

See us for: Ceramic
tile bathrooms, slate
and broken tile, tile
porches and patio,
Tub and shower enclosures, all sizes of
mirrors,
Marble
vanity top and small
brick jobs. Years of
Experience.
Free
Estimate.
Call
Hamilton Tile and
Masonry,753-8500.

Suzuki Sale
$699
$799
$999
$1099
$699

Financing Available
$'
Suzuki
of Paris
Paris, Teen.
Opens 9-6 Mon.-Set.

STUPii7
C.AT

REPRESENAVON
NEVER
TATIVES
LOOKED SO GOOD.You can, too. Learn
how to become an
Avon Representative
even if you've never
sold before. Call: 753write
or
5750
Mrs. Glenda Duke
Box 3247, Paducah,
Ky. 42001.

.
71
. ...I
.
,in. ‘ „....

-1'...
'''' '.

are.
requested to check the
faro inserhon of ads for
correct on
T h ,5
newspaper will be
responsible for only
one incorrect Ansertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD 81
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
L Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PEE V IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
Advertisers

FREE LESSONS. Learn
needlepoint, crewel
embroidery, crochet
and smocking. Rug
yarns. Yarn cutters,
82.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre-cut
yarn. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens. House of
Thousands in Fox
Meadows, South 16th St.
Murray's Newest Yarn
Shop. For lesson information call 753-3855.
Master Charge, Bank_
Americard.
JESUS STATES
in
Matthew 24:13, 14. "But
he that shall endure unto
the end, the same shall
be saved. And this
gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all
the world for a witness
unto all nations and then
shall the end come." For
further
information
consult your Bible, for
assistanc_e_ call 753-0984.

A phone call to us can
SAVE
you several
DOLLARS
on your

WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

TY Towers
and

Antennas

3. Card CH Thanks

TV Service Center
Cennel Center

7535165

THE RICHARD DAVIS
family wishes to express
their appreciation to all
those who expressed
their sympathies and
helped so much. at the
time of their loss of their
beloved Marion "Red"
Davis. It is impossible to
thank everyone individually.

WANTED
HOMES
homeowners in the yen
erol area will be given the
opportunity of having new
DuPont Tedler House Siding
applied to their horne with
Optional decorative work at
a very low cost.
Premium 30 Siding has a non
pro rated - Transferable - 40
Year Guarantee
This away
mg new product has cap
hoed the interest of home
owners throughout the
United States who are fed
up with constant pointing
and other maintenance
costs It will lost you o
and provides full in
sulotion summer and win
her as well as fire prole(
tion Our new product can
be used over every type of
horhe, including from* con
crate block, asbestos. stuc
co. etc, If comes in a choice
of colors and is now going to

5 Lost And Found
LOST 18 month old Sorrell
colt about 12 miles East
of Murray on Highway
94 in vicinity of Browns
Grocery. Colt has 3
white socks, blaze on
forehead, and about 5
feet-tall_ Recently Ailted
and needs medical attention. Had rope halter
on when last seen. Call
436-2591.

be introduced to the Calloway
Co. area. Your home
con be a show place in the
county and we will make it
worth your while, it we Osri
use your home for odvertis
ing For On OppOontment
mail within 3 Cloys name
and address to

LOST GREY male cat,
white tip on tail, blue
collar. Call 753-7971
after 4:30.

TEDLAR

6 Help Wanted
$200.00
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
.envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota,
57437.

Nome
Address
City
Slate
Phone
EE
+.1 ,

HERE5 AN AO I SHOULC
ANSWER ,l4.6ELF..."
TO KEEP L{OUR MOUTH SHUT

HERE'S AN AL'? OR
'ROL/V.7HE 42ORC, O5E5..
Low CVNI7 77.At•E ONE
ANC'
C.JME BACrs 7

s,
HAVE YOU BEEN
• GA BB"..:77 ON THE
PHONE AGAIN

+1
YES

6

2 Notice

1

- -WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.

Building
New Home?

RM-100A
RM-125A
RM-250A
RM-370A
RL-250M

Check
Your
Ad,
y,

2 Notice
PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

TOLD YOU \\
TO STAY
1
OFF THAT

I GOT A CALL
ON't A RADIO
QUIZ SHOW AND

500

PHONE WHEN
I'M

I WON $

OUT

-

'or-,

TIME

CANT "IOU

TO

i.JF'
SEeTi.E

OE 2/

A

APP/CTS ENOLIRING
,r11,y6LE
"COLP TURKEY"
ORLI&

WITHPRAWAL

tear,.. 5

Tv/AT T.:" .ET ME
:icit4 iN Tt-ID

/./

YOU THINK THE
-WHITE POWDER
COMES FROM
THE EASTERN
DARK

1,1.0

I NEED
5,;..1y1E74.1•ii&

TILL

&ET

IV'

"HUMAN SACRIFICE..
\ SLAVERY EXISTS
TODAY
IN
EASTERN DARK.."

NOW I SEE WHAT
OLP MAN MOZZ MEANT
„. DRUGS THAT KILL,,
THAT ENSLAVE,.

IN HIS
MOUTH,

iN "(CUP RAPS"'

Help Wanted

WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.

9 Situations Wanted
WILL DO housecleaning
or yard work. Call Judy,
7534595.
14 Want To Buy
FEATHERBEDS
PAYING top price. Call
753-7462 after 5 a.m.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.

BANK
AMERICARD
credit machine and new
triplicate statement
machine. Call 753-8500.
GRASS HOG cuts grass
and weeds with fish line.
Power by gasoline
engine. Only $149.95.
Wallin Hardwar,Paris.

•
.

P
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REBUILT
LAWN
mowers. $25 and up. K
and H Repair, 94 East.

•
de/.,sieaeuonr
Z.••
• -

•

Oldest home
owned & operated
in Calloway Co.

16 Home Furnishings
WHIRLPOOL
Refrigerator-freezer,
electric stove, Amana
air conditioner, walnut
dining table and 4
chairs. Call 762-2401
between 9 and 3.

$25.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
CHERRY DROP leaf
self-addressed;stamped
table and six chairs. Call
envelope. TK EN753-5813.
man's
TERPRISE, Box 21679, GOOD USED
bicycle. Call after 5, 753DENVER, CO. 80221. 17 Vacuum Cleaners
6211.
ELECTROLUX SALES
SERVICE STATION
KITCHEN TABLE and
and service. Call Tony
attendant for morning
chairs. Also good couch.
Montgomery, 753-6760
shift. G.00(1 wages,
Call 753-4947 before 9 p.
day or night.
working
excellent
m.
conditions Uniforms
KIRBY vAqvum, 500
furnished. Apply in
COINS AMERICAN and
Maple Street. Rebuilt
person Ky Lake Oil
foreign. Also old gold
vacuums, starting at
Company, South 4th
and sterling. Call 753$45.00. We rebuild your
Street.
9232.
vacuum-for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
OFFICE
MANAGER
15 Articles For Sale
wanted. Must have
19 Farm Equipment
experience in credit
AIR
CONDITIONER
CONTACT WEST KY.
collections Ad persale. All deluxe models
Grain Handling
sonnel supervision. Call
with 10 position therEquipment, 1-345-2120 or
Communitr
Hospital,
mostat and variable
345-2633 for Farm Fan
247-5211, Cathy Mcspeed fans 5 year
Dryers. Dealer for
Whorter.
guarantee on units.
Baughman Grain Bins,
Factory authorized local
also your Read bin and
service. 6000 BTU,
WANTED TWO people to
long bin. Early season
$189.95, 10,000 BTU,
draw tobacco plants and
on Baughman during
$259.95; 17,000 BTU,
ride tobacco setter. Call
March.
$339.95; 20,000 BTU,
after 6:30 p In. or before
$349.95; ,23,000 BTU,
_ _a.so. 753-0672.
$369.95; 26,000 BTU, WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
$399.95. Wallin HardSITE
NUTRITION
on
Hardin 80 East. Call
ware, Paris.
Wnager., Must be in437-4801.
terested in people.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Submit applications to
Urethane foam. All COMBINE WORK wheat,
Murray-Calloway
beans or corn. Call
sizes, all densities. Cut
County Senior Citizens,
Terrell Tidwell, 435to
your
specs.
West
Ky.
205'South 7th Street by
4429.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Friday, June 3. Phone
Avenue.
753-6767.
753-0929.
6' ADJUSTABLE disc,
$100. Call 753-9819.
USED AIR conditioner.
411 753-9104 or 753-1551,
Wanted
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
Dill electric.
needs. Call AAA Fence
LPN's
Lawn
Riding
Supply Co., 1-4444865,
AMF
Evenings and part
Paducah, Ky.
Mower, 7 h. p. Briggs &
time nights. Apply in
Stratton motor. PIMA.
person between .the
20 Sports Equipment
Call 1-354-6217.
hours of 8 a.m. and 3
18' MARLAN speed boat,
p.m. Monday through
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
(Blue metal flake) 135 h.
Friday
HAWS
per bale. Premium
p. motor and trailer.
Memorial
Nursing
quality
guaranteed.
753-6571 after 4:30.
Call
Home, Holiday Lane,
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
Fulton, Ky. We are an
15% FT. Pro Craft bass
Hardware, Paris.
equal opportunity ernboat. 85 Mercury, power
ployer.
trim, trolling motor,
W YOU think home fires
depth finder, tape deck
always happen to other
and custom trailer. Call
people, give this ad to a
WANTED CUSTODIAN
436-2718 after 5 p.m.
friend. Smoke Alarm
for all types of work at
battery operated by
Taylor Motors. Apply in
Water Pik, $29.99. SUPER SLICK, low
person to Bob Bazzell,
profile new 1977 Apollo
Wallin Hardware.
303 South 9th, Murray.
jet boats. Call 527-1436
TOBACCO AND tomato
days or 527-8814 nights.
EXPERIENCED COOK.
sticks. 13 cents each.
Located at Edwards
6-2 shift Fern Terrace,
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
Lodge, 1505 Stadium
Benton, Ky.
View . Drive. Apply in
24" 10 SPEED Western
person between 9 and 5.
24" 10 SPEED Western
Flyer bike. Only one
Flyer bike. Only one
month old. $95.00 value
CLEANUP AND lube
month old. $95.00 value
- Will sell for- $75.00.
man. New car dealer- Will sell for $75.00.
Call 753-6103.
ship. Write to Box 32X.
Call 753-6103.
EXCELLENT 23" color
T. V., 4125. Harvest gold TWO 10 SPEED Western
SALESMEN, SALstainless steel top builtESLADIES. STOP!
Auto bicycles. Call 753in type range and oven
3489.
LOOK!LISTEN!
conspeily
Worldwide
with matching hood,
needs 3 edilitionol sales
$100. 36" cut 8 h. p. POOL TABLES, Comrepresentatives for this
riding mower with
mercial, 800 lb. slate
area. limited travel.
electric start and lights,
bed, delivered and set
Gooranteed income op to
like new, $400. Canister
up with all equipment.
5)0000 month to start for
vacuum cleaner, $10.
right person. Rimpeireements:
From $650.00. Seven
Age 21 or over, Aggressive,
Matched pair of 26", 3
models on display,
Ambitious 'Good
speed bikes, like new,
many others available.
Nigh school gradvate or betwith child's seat on one,
Also coin operated
ter. Sales experience not
$80
for
pair.
Call
753tables.
Milan Pool
beasiaisle
required. Meet be
1566.
Tables, Sales. 901-686and hare mite. Two week
expense paid trng. tle
1177.
seniority Unlimited ed•
TWO SMALL Audiovox
vencementr opportvildeieS.
speakers, $10.00. 40 H. P. MERCURY
Coil Lenny Porrott Teesdny
Women's large wet suit,
outboard engine, 1971
and Wedriesdel, 9.. m. • 6
$40. Craig 8 track stereo
Mod, thunderbolt
p.m. I-44.3-7521.
recorder, 3 months old,
ignition. Has control
$100. Call 436-5412.
cables. Perfect, $625.
10 Business Oppoitunity
Call 474-2756.
CIDER MILL, bedroom
suite, stereo, set of end HOUSEBOAT, 32'
tables. 1966 Ford. Call
Nautaline. Fiberglass, •
Opportunity To
474-2342.
sleeps 6, new 225
Earn
Learn and
Chrysler engine, Crown
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
Male or female, joie a
Head. Heat pump, depth
that
expensive
carpet,
growing concern es a
finder, other equipment.
clean with Blue Lustre.
professional
Photogrepher.
Reasonable. Call 753Travel the US end get paid top
Rent electric sham.2967.
dollar plus travel, eNewasects.
pooer. Big' K, Bel Air
Mo experience necessary.
Shopping Center.
Paid training to qoalifleal WHOUSEBOAT 32 Foot
allows. Don't mites this opRiver Queen, 75 MerSHUTTERS - black
Portvnity to become •
cury 50 h.p. outboard,
plastic.
Sizes
39
through
professional in a growing
used 2 months, sleeps 6.
field.
67 inches. Inquire at
Evinrude. Asking $5500.
Pleasant,
QP9lifications:
Murray
I.umber
Must sell. Kenlake
neet, depandeble treeCompany 104 Maple or
spertetion and • reel drive to
Marina Slip 72. Call 753call 753-3161.
get ahead No Investment.
Semi 5 letter of interest and
particulars to: EASTERN
PHOTOGRAPHIC LABRATONIE.
S INC. 116 aetert•we Reed,
Thownston Cone. Attn: Director of personnel. Please include complete telephone
number. Interviews wiN be
held in Nashville, Tenn, in the
Oka, future
thank pelt for
your ieter,st

27 Mobile Home Sales

15 Articles For Sale

22 Musical
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky,
753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray.

Ky.

th.•tP1

Miens 753-3914

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
100 us* 13thi

1969 BROOKFIELD by
Style-Mar, 12 x 60. All
electric, two bedrooms,
living room, kitchen,
bath. All large rooms.
throughout
Carpet
except in kitchen and
bath. Refrigerator and ,
stove included. Good''
condition. Call 437-4291.,
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals

24 Miscellaneous
FIREPLACE enclosure
with glass doors and
mesh drawn screen. All
sizes and finishes.
$88.88. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
2000 INDUSTRIAL Ford
tractor and loader. 1973
Chevelle wagon. White
rock, decorated rock,
rich dirt. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p. m.

TWO BEDROOM trailer
on private lot. Call 753;.:
4726 after 4 p. m.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
FAMILY WANTS to rent
2 or 3 bedroom home in
country. Willing to do
repairs if necessary.
Call 753-2858.

CUSTOM MATTRESS NICE CLEAN ONE
bedroom furnished
made any size for anapartment Call 436tique beds or campers.
5411.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam. WANTED - TWO
bedroom house or
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah. , cottage for summer,
husband and wife, both
Phone 1-443-7323.
graduale students.
Under $185 pertrnonth.
26 TV Radio
Call collect 1-314-287PIONEER
TWO
6893 after 5 p. m.
speakers, type CS33A,
32 Apartments For Rent
Imput Impedence 8 ohms, Max. irnput power,
ONE BEDROOM fur-.
35 watts. Call 753-6805.
nished upstairs apartment. Deposit required.
27. Mobile Home Sales
Call 753-7243.
1966 10 FT. WIDE, 2
bedroom
air
conditioner. Furnished,
nice. $2750. Call 753-2762.
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 65. Real good condition. Call 437-4832 after
4 p. m.
1972 24 x 54, double wide,
Magnolia trailer.
Central heat and air, 2
full baths, 3 bedrooms,
kitchen, dining room,
living room, utility
room, den with bar,
carpeted, throughout,
two
porches.
Refrigerator and builtin range and oven.
Completely
underpinned. Located at
102 Riviera Courts. Must
be seen to be appreciated. Phone 7534438. Unfurnished.
MOBILE HOME 12 x 65,
one
year
old, 2
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
electric heat and air
conditioning,
electric
stove and refrigerator.
Carpeting. Phone 7536682.

ONE
ROOM
EFFICIENCY apartment,
1602 Olive Street. Close
to campus. Furnished.
For information call 7534451.
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT partial utilities
paid. Available June I.
Call 753-9741 after 5 p.
m.
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ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment,
partial utilities paid.
Available for summer
only. Call 753-9741 after 5
p. m.
FURNISHED AND un-.
furnished 2 bedroom'
apartments. Call 75
4331.
DUPLEX APARTMENT:.
2'2 miles east of Murray:
on private road. Total;
electric,
partially'..
furnished, city water
furnished. $130.00 per
month. Deposit',
required. Call 753-8848
before 9 p.m. Available
May 17.

-NOTICEConsignments are being accepted now through
June 15, 1977 for the Annual Purchase Area Contractors Auction.(Farm Equipment will be offered
at later date.) Auction will be held on June 29,
1977 at 10:00 a.m. at the Nurray-Calloway County
Fairgrounds, Highway 121, Murray, Kentucky.
Serious inquiries only may be made to Jake
Brown and Associates, Route 1 Box 101, Paducah,
Kentucky 42001. Call Jake Brown at 502-4429792 and 502-442-6865 or Carl Howard at 502753-8300 and 502-753-9916.

Notice
The City of Murray Landfill is operated
from revenue derived from a monthly charge on
residents within the corporate city limits. A
Motor Vehicle License (City Sticker) shows
proof of residence and gives Murray residents.
the privilege of using the Landfill at no charge.
Non-residents, who work in the city under the terms of the Motor Vehicle Ordinance are also
required to purchase City Stickers; however,non-residents contribute nothing to the operation
of the Landfill and possession of a non-residentCity Sticker does not permit their using the Landfill free of charge.
In short, all City of Murray residents with a
City Sticker can use the Landfill at no charge.
'Contractors and commercial haulers will be
charged according to the load.
LANDFILL HOURS:
M-F - 9:00 • 4:00
Sat. - 8:00 - 12:00
Deadline for purchasing City Stickers is May 31.
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32 Apartments For Rent

py

TWO BEDROOM furnished apartment, with
living room, kitchen,
bath and garage. $150
4 month plus utilities. Call
753-8175.
36 For Rent Or lease
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-FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472.833.
FOR LEASE - tour
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
double
home" with
nicely
garage,
Fardecorated in
mington. Lease option
purchase
available. Call 345-2745.
38 Pets
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FOX TERRIER puppies,
excellent family pets.
Call 753-6505.

43 Real Estate
OWNER SAYS SELL:"
Income property.
2
story frame house near
university, 2 apartments, central gas heat,
2car garage... Make an
offer. Call LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS now!
753-1492.
COUNTRY
QUIET
LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,
nice kitchen and family
room, refrigerator and
built-in _ range. paved
driveway and paved
basketball court. A nice
comfortable home at a
reasonable price.
$29,500. Contact Guy
Spann Realty; 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.

:011111111111111i

IP X 310
46 Homes For Sale

THREE
BEDROOM
LIVE AND EARN.--Buy
brick, $26,500. 402 N.
now, move in and start
17th between Olive and
planning for a return on
Hamilton. Call 753-2498.
your investment. 50
acres including 30
NEW HOUSE IN Cantendable and several
terbury Estates., conacres- in timber, some
temporary design. Call
tobacco base, partly
753-1358.
fenced for livestock,
year round spring
BEDROOM
THREE
running through
frame on a large lot. 7.5
property. All this and a 2
miles East of Murray on
bedroom home on tree
Irvin Cobb Rc id. Call
shaded lot. Phone
436-5434.
KOPPERUD REALTY,..
47 Motorcycles
753-1222 tikay for more ,
information. We look
1972 350 YAMAHA. Call
forward to serving you..
7a3-8915 after 6 p. m.

FOUR UNIT apartment
house. 1600 Wiswell
Road • across from
Nursing
Westview
Home. $88,000. Call 7533865.

1975 INDIAN 100CC.
Excellent
running
condition. Looks st•arp
for a small bike. Knobby
tires front and rear.
Asking $250.00. Call 3548222 after 4 p. in.

49 Used Cars &

Tracks

1941 WILLYS jeep. Call
•
after 6, 4924661.
1974 PONTIAC Catalina
Coupe,one owner family
car, excellent condition.
35,000 miles. 1.ike new
steel belted radial tires.
Contact Jack Rose or
phone 753-1566.
1966 FORD GALaNIE,_
automatic, V-8. 4 door.
Call 753-9819.
1970 FORD F-350 12 It.
stake platform., 360 V-8
engine, dual rears,
heavy springs,tow hook,
rear step. Good cOndition. Also 21 u. ft.
chest freezer. Phone 753-

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

Family Delight!!

Contact:
SFC Chuck Jordan
P.O. Box 1270
Paducah,Ky.42001
or call 442-0954

CRAIIPIE HOLLOW double lot on 280 and
Lakeway Shores plus
Mobile home. Excellent
well. 200' septic field,
wide driveways. Nice
trees. Good business
potential. $7800. By
ownerCall 436-2538.
•

• oia
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INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike - Hutchens, 753-0359.

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor' at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 7534614.

P 40141.00WPPOPIr

WILL DO hauling of any
kind, also in county.
Mower repair also. Call
753-8249.
,
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 7539753.

FOR CREATIVE COOKS
• r gerS Frehaser
sl,es gree,1 Ortans
and shells any
you
of
by

Ninth style
peas beans ihat
would norrnall, shill hand Ourcir
Easy
powered by your hand .111.1 or
...able spend do,, ,Bod .
Shells Iwo Ill bushels an ho,, and slices
a pot NO% in rn.nures Dishwasher sale
Itop Shen'Garden peas and beans are so good.
"..se garden Oct?
el -11
N
•
,ss and holher

Special 13.99

Murray Homo
11 Auto
753 2571

Wood/nen Building
753-1192
Loretta Jobs 753-6079
Retell Spann 753-$579

PAINTING, interior. and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
7534;143.

ELECLICENSE
TRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
L & M Blacktopping, seal
heating and
plumbing,
,
coating and repairs. For
sewer cleaning. Call 753estimates call 753-1537.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. Long experience in seven states.
Clean'quality work. Call
436-5621.

DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe work, Gradiag,
and
hauling,
bushhogging. Free
estimates. Call 4364382.

AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
-reonditioning. Need air •
condition
on
part
weekend? We're open 7
days a week. Call 4742748 or 474-884&.

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backtioe work needs
call John Lane. Phone
753-8669-or 436-2586.

MOBILE HOME. ANCHORS, underpinning,
awnings, roofs sealed,
and Alcoa aluminum
house siding & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873
after 5 or weekends.

SIGN PAINTING. Call
753-9998.
ELECLICENSED
TRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
----SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
for spreading, leveling,
backfilling,Coll 753-7370
or 753-7570
PAINTING - .interior
and exterior. Fred
estimates. After 5 p. in.
phone 753-1353 or 7538161. ,

CUSTOM HAY hailing
and custom combilIing.
CAB 753-8090.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,
-contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
7534490.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 4744841.

We Repair ._ Blow
Dryers
Hair
&
Dryers,
Blenders,
Makers,
Coffee
Vacuum Cleaners,
Toasters,
Mixers,
Weed-Eaters, etc.

QUALITY
SERVICE
Company Inc. Air
condition sales and
service. Modern sheet
metal department
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

Mural Nome
& Auto Store
Otipstrart St.

AERIAL APPLICATION
- Fertilizing, seeding,
'and
herbicides
pesticides. Battles Ag.
'Service;Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.

53 Feed And Seed
le ACRES GOOD quality
Timothy Hay to be sold
in field. Call 754-5894
after 5 p. m.

54. Free Column
FREE PUPPIES. Part
Lab ('all 436-2227

Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
Stone Setting
Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry

WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545.

St

51. Services Offered

.
EXPERIENCED
with
babysitter
references Wants to
kepi children in her
home. Call 753-8389.

753-28.35

113S.4th

Dial-A-service
.
(This alphabetized page will run weekly
clip it from
the paper and :aye for handy reference)

000

•
•

0

Oilidi

S.

W ‘11P

Winchester Printing
Service, Inc.

Fire
753-1441

Police
753-1621

753-5397
102 Sovelt etta St Itter-ney, My

Neese,

garden

wets.

-

s

Hinman's
Rentals

Radio Cab Co.

Taber's Body
Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Ser
vice

sewer.

rower Grid concrete tools and
etc

Taxi Cab
Service

753-5703
302 N

Anytime Any Place
24 Hour Sery,ce
7 Days A Week

753-6177

18th Street

MUM:1),

1301 Chestnut Murray
___

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches, .
Silver Fish &Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

-

Phone
753-5351

Carrierto

EIECTRICAL
WIRING

Quality Service
Company

Residential St.
Commercial
Installations
di Service

100S. 13th St
Murray, Ky.

Heal Purr-u,
siinr ol,,s -'
Modern Sheet Metal
S. Service Departments.

474-8841

753-3914

753-9290

Electric, Inc.

'

Bulldozing
Prompt, dependable
Three
service.
bulldozers to serve
you

753-1959
474-2264
Steven Alexander
L.W Lyons '

,
'or Of Ex ier for
Painting
Quality Work
Reasonable Prices

Ander4on

Robinson
.

Hwy.641 .
Jeer)McCoy,Owner

&Operator

(

IlefuushIng&
st 11111111r! f. 1,1 too-

For Free Estimate

753-9333

Anderson
Electric Inc.
We con to (opehorr
L

6vasent Warranty Semi@
Hwy 94 lett

9 o. so. to 9 0 w

Teel

sot

blip

Theirs 9 • em

Fri. wad Sat

Wed

Closed Sew

nt
wed

Met,

Bulldozing
Prompt, viepentiable
service.
Three
bulldozers t,
) serve
you

753-1959
474-2264
Steven Alexander
I. W Lyom,
Paper
Hanging
Painting

.6 Miles South

Pointing Contractor
Rt. 3, Marny, Ey.

a74-8841

lir "

,,P,

.
Donald E.

RADIO, TELEVISION I CB
RADIO REPAIR SERVICE

Dependable Transportot,oc

753-3134

AR
Wife pleasing kitchen, fireplace with heatalator
to see you through bleak winters! Family room,
2 ceramic baths,three large bedrooms... Outside
city limits yet near schools and grocery. Just
listed - so be the first to-see.

NEED TREES cut, or
•light hauling. Call 7534707.

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Sheet *ro'ck
finishing and dry wall.
10 years experience.
Call 436-2563, Ralph
Worley.

FREIICHER/SHELLER
[

YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofing. Call 436-2712.

BUSHOGGING or gardens tilled in New
Concord area. Call 4365427.

nEw

/I.,. )(,„ ii,„/ ),„„
Bankroll Card

HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner. Three bedrooms,
brick, s:,ag carpeting,
freshly painted,- appliances. Call now to
see, 753-7835.

GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial Call
Charles Cooksey after d
p. m. 436-6896.

ROY HARMON FOR
Cabinets, Remodeling,
Mill work, Furniture
CHEVROLET1973
repair, combination
pickup. Six cylinder,
windows and doors. Call
straight shift. 51,000
753-4124.
miles, tool boxes on each
side. $1800. Call 703-1499
WET BASEMENT? We
after 5 p.
make wet basements
dry, work completely
1977 LTD II. .first 7.000
guaranteed. Call or
miles. Fully equipped.
write Morgan ConCall Bob Wynn, 753-1333
struction Co., Route 2,
or 753-2975.
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
MUSTA.NG,
1968
night 442-7026.
automatic, .V-8. nice
local car, $1,000 Call
753-6648.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Conunercial or
1970 PONTIAC Lemans.
residential.
Also
Power steering, power
drywall finishing for
brakes and air confree estimate, phone
dition.
Atkins Painting, .437Priced
reasonable. Also 1964 1
4534.
ton Chevy truck, Call
436-2713 after 5 p. m.
MAGIC FIIIGERS.

MACDONALDS
OLD
64 ACRES with brick
1974 YAMAHA 100 MX.
FARM. Partially - house in South Graves
Excellent condition.
home
country
restored
AKC POODLE pup. $25
County. Call 753-0180.
New rings. Call 436-5377.
and 30 acres only 4-miles
each. Call 436-2745.
from Murray with 19
1971 750 HONDA, $800
REALTORS
acres of primed_ LenTHREE YEAR old male
Call 753-6713, after 4 753acres
8
land,
dable
Pomeranean. AKC
7612.
timber, tobacco barn, 8
registered. Good family
stall horse barn and
pet. Owner must sell.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
other outbuildings.
Must go to good home.
Motorcycle trailer. 197E
South 12th at Sycamore
Priced in the 30's. Phone
Call 437-4493 after 5 p.
Honda 550 four with
KOPPERUD REALTY
TELEPHONE 7531661
m. or weekend. windjammer. Call 753753-1222 for full time
2226.
service.
Estate
Real
FREE FIVE kittens, 6
BY OWNER - 27 acres, 49 Used Cars & Trucks
weeks old. Call 436-2318.
New
near
located
PICTURE A PRETTY _
Concord. Priced to sell. 1969 CAMARO, 327
of
view
and
HOUSE
engine, best offer. Call
AKC . MINIATURE
Call 753-5996.
Kentucky Lake for year
Dachshund, males. One
753-0689.
round living. Call us to
red and one black and
LOOKING
A
FOR
see this house in
CHEVROLET
tan. $50 each. Call 7531973
VACATION
Shores.
Panorama
3384 after 6:30 p. m.
pickup. Cheyene Super.
HIDEAWAY
In
the
2
.bedrocans,
Three
Air and power. Red with
Cypress Springs area,
fireplaces, convenient
WANTED STUD service
gray ,intirior. Radials, -4972 CHEVELLE Malibu.
-we-have - a 2 -bedroom
kitchen, and - 3- car
Two door', air condition,
for silver toy poodle.
Rig block engine with
lake
with
Cottage
garage. .Priced in the
Call 474-8856.
headers. Good gas
AM-FM stereo. Exelectric heat, carpeting.
KOP40's. ' Phone
cellent condition Call
draperies,
all
Call
mrleage.
354-8222and
753REALTY,
39 Poultry Supplies
PERUD
753-4571.
after 4 p.
furniture remains.
1222. We work hard to
Wooded 150' x 150' lot.
PEAFOWL FOR sale.
provide the best possible
1966 • MUSTANG, 6
Only $9,000. Also in the 1970 CUTLASS Vista
$25.00 each. Can 1-527service to you.
cylinder, stick shift, air
Cypress Springs area,
MR
Cruiser, 9 passenger,
conditioned. Read to
we have a sawed redautomatic, double
4 3 Real Estate
roll. Call 492-8257.
wood frame cottage with
power and air. Power
QUALITY REALTY CO.
electric
2
bedrooms.
with
litittokity.
8
AM
windows.
Poplar,
N.
137
CONDITION
MINT
-3
1974 C35. Excellent
517-1141
heat and wall air contrack tape. Has good
frame,
bedroom
condition. Can be seen at
lAvrtey C.altwirey Coutey
nice
extra
Neat,
ditioner.
nicely
An.
tires.
fireplace, dining room,
137-4111
Treas Used Cars. Call
All
$950.00.
furniture
decorated.
MOW.
wagon.
electric heat, screened
436-2524 or 436-5496.
property.
Rays
with
this
1-354-6217.
Call
porch. Well landscaped
"
Wooded lot about 1 mile
with many shade trees. FINE, WELL built
1974 T BIRD, moon roof.
brick
from water. Priced at
1972 DODGE pickup,
-Close to shopping
new. Michelin radials,
home on Sycamore at
$7,000.
Call
for
details-or,
power and air. Needs
centers. Low 30's.
extra sharp with all
7th. This four bedroom
come
by
105
N.
12th
bed.
body
$1150.
work
on
Waldrop Real Estate
extras. $4800. Call 753home is on a huge lot (75
BOYD MAJORS REAL
1974 Vega automatic
Agency, 206 South 4th,
8500.
x 435). This home has a
ESTATE,
753-8080.
with air, $1195. Call 489753-5646.
full basement, porch,
2595.
VOLKSWAGEN.
1972
two car brick garage. To
Campinobile,
last
•
see
this
reasonably
1971 TORINCLGT. Power
Wilson
• chance 321;00 Call 753priced property call 1 WALDROP REAL ESTATE
steecing,l-air, 2 door
2930.
Insurance and Real
John C. Neubauer,
706 S Ith Street.,
hardtop. Dark Green.
753 5646
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
Estate Agency, Inc
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
New Listing Needed
1975 CHRYSLER I e
753-0101 or call Brice
202 Sow* Rth Street
Baron, full equipped
Ratterree,
753-5921.
Photo 7534213
1971 OLDSMOBILE
and Michelin radials.
Cutlass. Power steering
45 Farms For Sale
$5600. Call 753-0083.
and brakes, air, factory
tape. Almost new radial
A NICE 10 acre farm
I-973
CUTLASS
tires C II i27-11273
located on- -Palestine
"STFREME. Go ci
Road, near fake. New
condition. Power
home. Call 474-2710.
1976 GRAND PRIX,
steering, brakes and air.
power steering, power
Maroon. with White top.'
Punched This Week
brakes, air, AM-FM
SMALL FARM, 31 acres,
Call 753-4015.
stereo, tape, excellent
20 tendable now in
After 4 con ca" 753-6103
Jim Adams Food Liners
condition. Call 753-4331.
beans. Wooded hillside
beautiful building site.
50 Campers
1971 FORD TORINO, 2
Eight miles North of
WHITES t AMPER
door hardtop, power and
Murray, 17 mile off 641.
SALES located 4 miles
• air. Will accept any
Call 753-3976.
East of Murray, on
reasonable offer. Call
Highway 94 toward Ken753-0377.
home,
NEW BRICK
Lake. Authorized Fan efficient.
energy
Star Craft dealer.
and
1974
PINTO
12
acres,
3
Wooded
SQUIRE
Clean used campers.
wagon. Call 7534848
Of
minutes North
Open 7 days per week
after 6. Must sell.
Murray, 641. Call 527753-0605
Call
1087.
GT,
Montego
NICE 1973
46 Homes For Sale
51 Services Offered
factory air, power
MUST SELL by owner.
DRIVEWAYS
white
brakes & steering, extra
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,
rocked. Sand and time
clean. Call 753-0698.
close to lake with
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
fireplace,
stove,
753-8381.
1974 MONTE CARLO,
refrigerator, wall to
black on black on black.
wall shag carpeting.
Two bedroom, brick home. 803 Vine. $16,500. See
GLASS WORK. mirrors,
Extra nice, new tires.
Dan Shipley or call 753-4751 or 753-2878.
Reduced to $14,500. Call
aluminum store fronts,
Call 435-4429 or 435-4426.
762-4288 or 753-6274 afteir
auto glass, plexiglass,
5 p.m.
plate and window glass.
1968 CAMARO heeds
work. Call 767-2512 betM and G Complete
SEVEN ROOM house, 4 ween Sand 7 p. m.
Glass,753-0180.
THE ARMY RESERVE.
miles North of Murray
PAFtT OF WHAT YOU EARN IS PRIDE
on US 641. Three
You may join the Army Reserve to learn a skill, or to earn
bedrooms, living room,
a good second income. But you could come away with someformal dining room,
thing. lot More important. Its not.something you can put in
recreational room,
the bank. You pay for it with your sweat. your spirit, your
garage and car'port with
mind, and your time. Its called pride.
extra lots. Late model
used Ford with low
mileage. Call 753-5288.
J111011--

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

502-492-8837

753:0961
Residences,
corn mercial
t:anvasing,
Bill Houghton, Rte 6,
Box 68 .
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MEM

flL
A Special Memorial to All Americans

Memorial Day is a time for
everyone to honor all servicemen
and women who have fought and
died for their country. Let us
also pause and pay tribute to
the memory of those who were
dear to us and have passed on.

Memories of loved ones are
priceless gems that contribute
so much to human eAperience.
Let's make this day a special memorial
to all who may .have enriched each
of our lives in some seecial way.

World War I
Robert Hart
Henry Cunningham
Carney Dunn
Holland J. Cole
Fred Sherman
011ie James "Pat" Clark
Ira Wade Creekmur

Korean War
Bobby Gene Burchett
M.C. Geurin, Jr.
Clarence Grogan
Bobby Joe Thornton
Chester Leon Pritchett
Billy Burkeen

Vietnam War
James Scarborough
Billy L. Lauffer
Gary Wilkinson
Larry Hosford
Dickie G. Keeler
Ronnie Colson
Billy Wayne Reed
Edwin F. Sholar
James L. Futrell
Richard Glenn Willis

World War II
Albert Bradford Armstrong Joe L. Lyles
Billy Ray Atkins
Lex Lilliard, Jr.
John Brent Bedwell
James Talmadge Lovett
S.C. Byerly
Ellis Cartelle Lassiter
Thomas P. Crawford
Herman Maynard
Codie Campbell
Tom Moffitt
Alvin Calhoon
John Hugh Mason
Parvin Cook
Guy McDaniel
Coy H. Darnell
James F. McDougal
William H. Doran
Newbern McCullar
Lewis Chester Dodds
Raymond McDaniel
Ruble Leo Dunn
William Thomas McCage
Hugh Grey Erwin
Gordon W. McCuiston
Ordest Houston Erwin
Preston Norman
Bailey Watson Dockery
Tom Olive
Kyle Brooks Ferguson
James Orville Osbron
William L. Edwards
James Knight Parker
Randall Griffin
James Ralph Pate
Max R. Guthrie
Daryl Parks
Henry Clay Garland
Herman Eddie Roberts, Jr.
James Max Grogan
Charlie T. Rowland
Rufus Griffin
Keith Ross
Earl V. Grogan
Robert Lee Skinner
Tommy Harris
Rufus G. Stubblefield
Eugene D. Hutchens
Chester Emery Stafford
Lilburn Van Huie
W.L.N. Simpson
Carlis C. Hurt
In M. Smith
Loyd G. Hodges
Hilton Stafford
C.C. Hughes
David Ewing St. John
James Hafford Smith
Edward Hopper
Joseph Brown Wilson
Albert V. Hughes
Vernon Thompson
Cody Jones
Herschel! C. Johnson
Leland W. Thompson
Edward West
Royce E. Jones
Billie Ray Walston
Orville Joseph Kuhn
Milburn Ray Wrye
Earl Knight
Charlie Cooper
Troy Ivel Lewis

(Please Note: An attempt has been made to obtain a
complete list of Calloway County's war dead. If any of our
war dead are not listed here, please call the Ledger & Times
and their names will appear on the next Memorial Day along
with the heroes listed here.)
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